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This report provides a list, arrange by 
name and also city, of undertakers in South 
Carolina. The period covered is primarily the late 
nineteenth century through the early twentieth 
century, although some firms date to the mid-
nineteenth century and research continues into the 
mid-twentieth century. Where possible, the lists 
also indicate whether the firm was African 
American. While the lists are not presented as 
authoritative or complete, they do provide an 
initial resource for those conducting cemetery 
research in South Carolina. Also included are a 
few South Carolina firms that were coffin 
manufacturers, distinct from furniture makers 
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  1.   Graph showing the decline in the Furniture and Undertaker category    1 









  The history of undertaking in America 
is rather poorly documented. The “classic” 
source, Habenstein and Lamers’ (1955) The 
History of American Funeral Directing is not only 
dated, but it is also generic and stereotypical. 
Anyone seeking specific, clear information 
concerning mortuary practices in a specific 
region will likely be disappointed. More recent 
examples of mortuary research include Farrell‘s 
(1980) Inventing the American Way of Death, 1830-
1920, and Laderman’s (1996) The Sacred Remains: 
American Attitudes Toward Death, 1799-1883 (see 
also Laderman 2003). The only specifically 
regional study is Crissman’s (1994) Death and 
Dying in Central Appalachia: Changing Attitudes 
and Practices.  
 
Even these more recent publications, 
however, tend to gloss over details in a style 
reminiscent of Habenstein and Lamers. For 
example, Laderman explains, 
 
There are no statistical data for 
the number of bodies embalmed 
in the early decades of the 
century, but according to many 
second and third generation 
funeral directors, embalming 
rapidly became a standard 
feature of the undertaking work 




Yet, our research of the McCormick funeral 
records for a modest metropolitan Southern city 
do not support this view. Less than two-fifths of 
the McCormick clientele chose embalming in the 
first two decades of the twentieth century. While 
this may be sufficient to demonstrate that is was 
slowly becoming accepted, it is hardly adequate 
to suggest that embalming was “rapidly” 
accepted (Trinkley and Hacker 2004c:10). 
 Certainly one point that Laderman is 
correct in, is the realization that we do lack 
statistical data. For example, the funeral home 
records for only two undertakers in South 
Carolina are publicly available. These include 
our work publishing the early records of J.W. 
McCormick (Trinkley and Hacker 2004a-c) and 
the Connelley Funeral Home records (2001). Of 
these only the McCormick records provide full 
transcriptions, allowing the statistical study of 
such topics as coffin prices or prevalence of 
embalming.  
 
 With a history that is so sparsely 
recorded, a starting point it seems is to better 
understand the firms that were providing 
undertaking services. Yet even this is difficult to 
do since there are few surviving records for 
early associations. For example, the South 
Caroliniana Library holds only a single program 
– dating to 1957 – for the Colored Funeral 
Directors and Embalmers Association of South 
Carolina (see, however, Williams 2002). While 
we make no pretense that this study is complete, 
we have attempted to examine a range of trade 
publications, credit reports, and other 
documents that would provide information on 
undertaking firms from the late nineteenth 
century through the mid-twentieth century. The 
result is an initial starting point for individuals 
researching changing mortuary patterns, 
exploring genealogical research, or attempting 




 We have examined a range of 
mercantile trade publications prepared by 
several period companies – R.G. Dun (the 
predecessor of today’s Dun and Bradstreet) and 
Robert P. Lyon.  We have also examined 
directories of funeral directors, although these 




late twentieth century. A number of city 
directories were examined, especially for 
Columbia and Charleston. Other resources were 
incorporated, when identified – although I am 
certain that a great many others remain to be 
identified. Again, this document is meant only 




 Under name there are both proprietors 
and firm names. Whatever was available was 
included; as a result, some firms are well 
documented with the name of the proprietor 
and/or manager. In other cases, there is far less 
information. 
 
 Firms that are documented as African 
American are indicated by “AA.” In general, 
African American firms serviced only African 
American clients – there was little, if any, cross-
over of white clientele. On the other hand, there 
is some evidence that white firms, historically, 
provided service to black families. This is clearly 
shown in the McCormick records (Trinkley 
2004b, 2004c). Williams (2002) also recounts a 
1984 interview with Clarence Lebby, Sr., 
founder of the African American Lebby Funeral 
Home (in 1927), who explained that white firms 
frequently provided service to blacks, 
sometimes hiring a black embalmer to do the 
work. It seems that as more blacks entered the 
trade, white firms did not aggressively compete 
for the business – at least not until the end of the 
twentieth century when blacks once again began 
crossing over to white establishments. 
 
 I have included the city and, where the 
town has disappeared, the county is included 
for additional locational assistance. There may, 
however, be a few situations where the 
undertaker had multiple offices – not all may be 
identified. 
 
 The type of firm is included when it was 
clear from the context, discussion, or list. The 
abbreviations are straight forward: “F & U” 
means furniture and undertaking and this term 
is generally found for the earliest undertakers 
who often were also furniture or cabinet dealers. 
“Und” identifies those firms that had 
abandoned furniture and were strictly engaged 
in mortuary activities. They typically advertised 
themselves as undertakers, or less commonly as 
embalmers. “FD” is used to indicate a firm or 
individual classifying themselves as a funeral 
director – this term is generally 
found only in the later periods. 
While not specifically the subject of 
this study, I found occasional 
references to coffin manufacturers 
and these are indicated as 
“coffins.” Likewise, there were a 
few firms that specifically 
produced coffins and furniture 
(“Coffins & F”), but which gave no 
indication of engaging in the 
undertaking business. There are 
many listings – generally 
individuals – where it was not 
possible to identify how they 
considered themselves – and in 




















Figure 1. Graph showing the decline, over time, in the furniture 
and undertaker and undertaker categories, with the 
associated rise in the funeral director classification.  2
  There is a general 




perception – repeated by virtually all historical 
studies – that we see a gradual shift from 
furniture dealers also providing undertaking 
services, to specialized undertaking firms, to the 
refinement of funeral directors. These data, 
illustrated in Figure 1, bear this out for the South 
Carolina community.  
 
 The “Date” information is self 
explanatory and simply provides the date for 
the information concerning that particular 
undertaker. What should be mentioned is that 
while some effort was made to seek out early 
and late dates, as well as multiple dates, the 
information only indicates that the firm was in 
business at that particular time. I haven’t been 
able to indicate beginning or ending dates for 
most firms.  
 
 The credit rating information is 
provided, where available, the various 
mercantile books consulted. The information 
isn’t provided to represent conclusive data 
concerning the firm’s financial condition, but 
only as another data source that might 
otherwise be difficult to find.  
 
 This data does, however, provide 
insights on the development of the profession. 
Figure 2, for example, looks at the improving 
credit situation from 1898 to 
1920, revealing that through 
time, the financial condition 
of the undertaking profession 
improved. Nevertheless, 
those dealing in furniture and 
undertaking continued to 
have been credit – likely 
because of a broader 
marketing base – than those 
who focused solely on the 
undertaking profession. 
 
 At a more specific 
level, these data provide an 
opportunity to compare the 
dealings of merchants in large 
and small communities, as 
well as compare and contrast 































Figure 2. Credit comparisons. 
 
 The category of “Notes” provides 
additional information concerning the firm, 
where available. And finally, the source is 
provided for those who desire additional 
information. 
 
 The data suggest that  while large cities, 
such as Columbia and Charleston, supported 
more undertaking firms, a very large number of 
firms were to be found throughout the state. In 
1898, for example, there were 172 firms spread 
across 113 communities. This is an average of 1.5 
firms per city. There were many with only a 
single firm, such as Trenton with the firm of J.W. 
Eidson. Trenton forms the lower point of a 
triangle in Edgefield County with Edgefield to 
the northwest and Johnson to the northeast. In 
spite of Edgefield and Johnson being 
considerably larger, each also had only one 
undertaker and in those cities the firms were 
also furniture dealers. In contrast, Columbia, 
only 50 miles to the northeast of Trenton, 
supported four firms, although three were 
supplied furniture. In contrast, Charleston 






 If only the metropolitan area is 
examined, Columbia in 1900 had a population of 
21,208, yielding an undertaker for every 5,300 
citizens. Charleston, with a population of 55,807, 




 Although certainly preliminary or 
provisional, this list provides the first listing of 
these firms for researchers. As such it opens 
many doors, providing assistance to 
genealogical researchers, as well as suggesting a 
broad range of economic topics. In addition, it 
may assist in locating private papers from some 
of these early undertakers – papers that would 
be of tremendous importance to mortuary 































Firm Date(s) Credit Rating Notes Sources 
Abbott Furniture Co. Liberty (Pickens Co.) F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Abbott Furniture Co. Seneca F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Abrams & Hayes (AA) Spartanburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Abrams & Moore (AA) Union  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Abrams, M.E. Newberry Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Abrams, M.E. Whitmire  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Abrams, M.E. Whitmire  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Adams, F.M. & Son 
Adamsburg (Union 
Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Afro-American Burial Co. 
(AA) Charleston Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Aiken Brothers Greenwood Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Aiken, A.A. (AA) Summerville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Allen Hardware & Furniture 
Co. Latta  1914  sold at auction The Sunnyside 1914 
Allson, A.A. (AA) Georgetown  1926   Williams 2002 
Alston, A.A. (AA) Georgetown  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Amos, Mimnaugh (AA) Johnson  1938  
began business as Amos 
& Sons Funeral Home Williams 2002 
Anderson & Capers Funeral 
Home (AA) Charleston FD 1940    
Andrews, J.S. Greenwood  1918    
Andrews, J.S. Greenwood  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Ansel, J.A. Walhalla  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Ansel, J.J. Walhalla F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Ansel, J.J. Walhalla Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Ansel, J.J. Walhalla  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Ansel, J.J. (Est.) Walhalla F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Ansel, John A. Walhalla F & U 1912 Limited credit  Dun 1912 
Askins, S.M. Lake City F & U 1898   Lyon 1898 
Attaway Funeral Home Batesburg  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Auld, Mrs. T.H. Eastover F & U 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Austin, R.A. Cross Hill Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Austin, R.A. Cross Hill Und 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
Austin, R.A. Cross Hill F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Avinger, D.J. Vance F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Aycock, George J. Pinewood  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Ayers, H.E. (AA) Chester  1931   Williams 2002 
Bacote Brothers (AA) Timmonsville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Bacote, F.D. Timmonsville  1931   Williams 2002 
Bacote, M.T., Jr. (AA) Timmonsville Und 1912 Limited credit  Dun 1912 
Bacote, M.T., Jr. (AA) Timmonsville Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Bailey Undertaking Co. Union Und 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
Bailey Undertaking Co. Union  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Bailey Undertaking Co. Union Und 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Bailey Undertaking Co. Union Und 1938  F.M. Reeves American Funeral Director 1938 
Baker Furniture Co. Estill F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Baker, J.F., Agt. Langley F & U 1898   Lyon 1898 
Baker, J.T. Langley F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Baker, J.T. Langley F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Ballard & Seawright Orangeburg Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Bamburg, G.F. Bamburg Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Barfield, R.T. Bennettsville F & U 1898 
Limited credit, 
fair pay  Lyon 1898 
Barfield, R.T. Bennettsville Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Barnes, Oscar Cope Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 




Barnes, P.W. Ridge Springs Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Barns, Oscar (AA) Cope  1931   Williams 2002 
Barr, C.D. Leesville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Barr, C.G. Ridge Springs F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Barron Funeral Home Chester  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Barron, Ben Moncks Corner  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Barron, J.A. Chester Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Barron, J.A. Chester Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Barron, J.A. Chester FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Barr's Funeral Home Leesville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Barry, James St. Stephen  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Bass Funeral Home Rock Hill  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Bass, J.E. & Sons Rock Hill Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Bass, J.E. & Sons Rock Hill FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Baughman Funeral Home Wagener  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Baughman, H. McCormick F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Baughman, L. J. Blacksville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Baughman, L. J. Blacksville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Baxter, P.F. & Son Newberry Und 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
Baxter, P.F. & Son Newberry Und 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Beason, E.A. & Co. Woodruff F & U 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Beck, F.B. (AA) Barnwell  1931   Williams 2002 
Beck, G.C. Barnwell  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Belitzer, Arthur Sumter F & U 1898 
Fair credit, slow 
pay  Lyon 1898 
Bennett Brothers Holly Hill F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Bennett, B.R. Holly Hill FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Berry, M.H. Columbia F & U 1859   Columbia City Directory 1859 
Berry, M.H. Columbia Und 1875   Beasley & Emerson 1875 
Berry, M.H. Columbia Und 1895   Douglas 1895 
Berry, M.H. Columbia F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Berry, P.M. Smoaks F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Best & Tobin Allendale Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Best Undertaking Est. Allendale Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Best, Angus (AA) Walterboro  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Bethea Funeral Home Dillon  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Bethea Funeral Home Latta  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Bethea, Garfield (AA) Dillon  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Bethea-Henagan Funeral 
Home Dillon  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Biggs, E.W. (AA) Columbia  1912  
received emblamer's 
license in 1912 Williams 2002 
Biggs, E.W. (AA) Greenville Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Biggs-Stewart (AA) Greenville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Billings Brothers Camden F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Bishopville Furniture Co. Bishopville F & U 1920 Satisfactory New in business Lyon 1920 
Bishopville Hardware Co. Bishopville F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Blacksburg Mercantile Co. Blacksburg F & U 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Blackwell, Z. Furniture Co. Chesnee F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Blackwell, Z. Furniture Co. Chesnee F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Blain, J.W. Woodford F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Blair, Frazier Co. Blairs F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Blair, Frazier Co. Blairs  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Blakely & Tubble Clinton Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Bleckley & Heard Anderson Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Blue Cross Undertaking Co. Johns Island Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Blue Cross Undertaking 
House Johns Island Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Blumberg, W.D. 
Osborn (Charleston 
Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Blythe, W.V. Greenwood Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Blythe, W.V. Greenwood Und 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
Blythe, W.V. Greenwood Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Blythe, W.V. Greenwood  1922   The Casket 1922 
Blythe's Service Greenwood FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 




Blythe's Service Greenwood  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Blythewood & Ballard Orangeburg Und 1912 Limited credit  Dun 1912 
Blythewood, A.E. (AA) Orangeburg Und 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Blythewood, A.E. (AA) Orangeburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Blythewood, Thaddeus K. 
(AA) Orangeburg  1931   Williams 2002 
Boags, N.C. (AA) Charleston F & U 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Boags, N.C. (AA) Charleston Und 
1901-
1929  
ceased being listed by 
1930 
Dun 1912, Charleston Co. Death 
Certificate Research 
Boags, N.C. (AA) Charlston Und 1907   Dun 1907 
Bobo Undertaking Co. Spartanburg Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Bobo Undertaking Co. Union Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Bobo, M.W. & Co. Spartanburg  1922  est. 1916 The Casket 1922 
Bobo, M.W. & Co. Spartanburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Bobo, M.W. & Co. Spartanburg  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Bodie, B.N. Leesville F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Bolger Brothers Charleston F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Bolger, George W. Charleston  1904   The Casket 1904 
Bolger, George W. Charleston Und 
1901-
1904  
ceased being listed by 
1905 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Bomar, C.C. Spartanburg Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Bowen, C.L. 
Lowndesville 
(Abbeville)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Bowman Hardware Co. Bowman F & U 1920 Satisfactory Troy Y. Easterlin, Prop Lyon 1920 
Boyle Hardware Co. Greeleyville F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Brennan Brothers Charleston Und 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Brennan Brothers Charleston Und 1907 
Fair to limited 
cred  Dun 1907 
Brennan Brothers Charleston Und 1912 
Fair to limited 
cred  Dun 1912 
Brennan Brothers Charleston Und 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Brennan Brothers Charleston Und 
1901-
1921  
ceased being listed by 
1922 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Britt, W.R. Conway Coffins 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Brockington, J.B. (AA) Georgetown Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Brooks, J.H. Due West Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Brown & Anderson (AA) Allendale Und 1920 
Recently 
commenced  Lyon 1920 
Brown & Gates Florence Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Brown Funeral Home (AA) Florence FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Brown, H.D. Funeral Home Hartsville FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Brown, Jason Jr. (AA) Charleston Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Brown, Jason Jr. (AA) Charleston  1931   Williams 2002 
Brown, Jason Jr. (AA) Charleston Und 
1918-
1929  
ceased being listed by 
1930 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Brown, L.L. Hartsville Und 1928   Dun 1928 
Brown, R.H. Mount Pleasant Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Brown, Raymond Sheldon  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Brown-Pennington Hartsville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Bryant Funeral Home St. George  1950  J. Harris Bryant 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Buchanan & Richards Abbeville Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Bull, C.D. & Sons Cameron F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Bullington, W.P. Woodruff Und 1898 Undesirable  Lyon 1898 
Bundrick, A.W. Pomaria Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Burgess Furniture Co. Kingstree F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Burgess, C.C. Kingstree  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Burgess, L.H. Kingstree Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Burney, John A. Anderson  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Burnham, E.A. Mullins F & U 1920 Prompt New in business Lyon 1920 
Burnham, E.A. Mullins Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Butler Bush & Clary (AA) Saluda  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Butler, C.W. Jacksonboro F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Buyck Supply Co. St. Matthews F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Byrd, J.C. Whitmire  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Byrd, J.C. (AA) Whitmire  1931   Williams 2002 
Byrd, M.D. Hartsville F & U 1920 Satisfactory New in business Lyon 1920 
Byrd, M.D. & Co. Hartsville  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Caldwell Mercantile Co. Campobello F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 




Caldwell, J.M. & Sons Campobello F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Caldwell, R.H.G. Sharon (York Co.) Coffins 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Calhoun Undertaking Co. St. Matthews Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Calhoun, A.L., Jr. Clio F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Calhoun, A.L., Jr. Clio F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Calhoun, M.B. Allendale F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Calhoun, M.B. Allendale  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Calhoun, M.B. & Son Allendale Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Callaham Funeral Home (AA) Spartanburg FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Camden Casket Co. Camden coffins 1904  went out of business The Sunnyside 1922 
Camden Furniture Co. Camden F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Camden Furniture Co. Camden F & U 1938  Arthur Smith, Prop. American Funeral Director 1938 
Cameron, A.J. Mortuary Florence Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cannon & Son Fountain Inn Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Cannon & Son Graycourt  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cannon Funeral Home Fountain Inn  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Cannon Mortuary Fountain Inn FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cannon, J.A. Fountain Inn F & U 1898 
Fair credit, slow 
pay  Lyon 1898 
Cannon, J.A. Fountain Inn Und 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
Cannon, J.A. & Son Fountain Inn Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Capital City Casket Co. Columbia coffins 1941   Williams 2002 
Carolina Funeral Home (AA) Charleston FD 1942   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Carolina Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929 Fair credit  Dun 1929 
Carolina Manufacturing Co. Newberry coffins 1898 
Recently 
commenced  Lyon 1898 
Carolina Manufacturing Co. Newberry coffins 1921  went out of business The Sunnyside 1922 
Carpenter, J.S. Landrum F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Carroll, Carpenter & 
Humphries Gaffney F & U 1898 High credit  Lyon 1898 
Carter Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1921 Limited credit  Dun 1921 
Carter, T.N. & Co. Westminster F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Casaac & Wiggins Florence  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Casley & Jordon Darlington Und 1928   Dun 1928 
Casley Mortuary (AA) Darlington Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cassells, W.B. Ellenton F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Cassells, W.B. Ellenton Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Cassells, W.B. Ellenton FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cassels Funeral Home Ellenton  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Catawba Mercantile Co. Great Falls F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Catawba Mercantile Co. Great Falls  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Causey, J.F., Jr. 
Furman (Hampton 
Co.) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Cauthen Funeral Home Lancaster  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Chafee, Merchant & Co. Langley F & U 1912 Limited credit  Dun 1912 
Chaffee, J.B. Langley  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Champion Speciality Co. Newberry 
Und 
Supplies 
& F 1920   Lyon 1920 
Champion, W.C. (AA) Camden  1926   Williams 2002 
Chandler Undertaking Co. 
(AA) Kingstree Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Chandler, W.C. Manning F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Chaplin Brothers Neeses  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Chapman & Callahan Liberty F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Chapman & Pearson Funeral 
Home (AA) Columbia FD 1930   Hill Directory 1930 
Charleston Funeral Home 
(AA) Charleston FD 1938  M.N. Fleming American Funeral Director 1938 
Charleston Funeral Home 
(AA) Charleston FD 1942   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Cheraw Coffin & Casket Co. Cheraw coffins 1911  went out of business The Sunnyside 1922 
Cherry Co., The Sumter F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Chestnut, C.R. Darlington Und 1928   Dun 1928 
Childs & Barron Chester  1908  went out of business The Casket 1908 
Childs & Edwards Chester Und 1898 
Fair credit, fair 
pay  Lyon 1898 
Chisholm, Joe Frogmore F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 




Chisholm, Joe (AA) Frogmore  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Chisholm, N. & Son Beaufort  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Chisolm Funeral Home Great Falls FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Chisolm Funeral Home Rock Hill FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Christensen, N. Beaufort Und 1898 Good credit   Lyon 1898 
Christensen, N. & Sons Beaufort F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Christiensen, A. & Son Beaufort  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Christie-Staley Co. (AA) St. George  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Claussen Supply Co. 
Claussen (Florence 
Co.) F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Clayton-Dillard Funeral 
Home Pickens FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Clyburn & Davis Bethune F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Clyburn, J.M. Bethune  1921  
successor to Clyburn & 
Davis The Casket 1921 
Cobb, G.P. Johnston F & U 1898   Lyon 1898 
Coleman & Sloan Seneca F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Colleton Funeral Home Walterboro  1950  
Leon E. Bearrow, J.S. 
Godley 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Collicutt, D.F. Columbia Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Collins Brothers (AA) Camden Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Collins, A.R. (AA) Camden  1921  
successor to Collins 
Brothers The Casket 1921 
Collins, A.R. (AA) Camden  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Colored Undertakers Co. 
(AA) Columbia Und 1899   Walsh's Directory  1899 
Colored Undertakers Union 
(AA) St. Matthews Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Colored Undertakers Union 
(AA) St. Matthews Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Columbia Coffin & Casket 
Mfg. Co. Columbia coffins 1920   Lyon 1920 
Columbia Coffin & Casket 
Mfg. Co. Columbia coffins 1921 Fair credit  Dun 1921 
Columbia Funeral Home Columbia Und 1929   Dun 1929 
Columbia Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1921 Good credit  Dun 1921 
Columbia Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929   Dun 1929 
Columbia Undertaking Co. Columbia Und 1891   Columbia City Directory 1891 
Columbia Undertaking Co. Columbia  1914  D.F. Callcut, chartered The Sunnyside 1914 
Columbia Undertaking Co. Columbia  1918   The Casket 1918 
Columbia Undertaking Co. Columbia Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Congaree Casket Co. Columbia  1939   Williams 2002 
Connelley, G.H. Columbia Und 1903   Walsh's Directory  1903 
Connelley, J.M. Co. Charleston Und 1907 
Good to Fair 
credit  Dun 1907 
Connelley, J.M. Co. Charleston  1909   The Casket 1909 
Connelley, J.M. Co. Charleston Und 1912 
Good to Fair 
credit  Dun 1912 
Connelley, J.M. Co. Charleston FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Connelley, J.M. Co. Charleston  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Connelly, J.M. Charleston Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Connelly, J.M. Charleston Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Conway Hardware Co. Conway F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Cooner, J. & Sons Bamburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cooner, J. & Sons Bamburg  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Cooper Brothers Kingstree F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Cooper, D. (AA) Columbia Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Cooper, D. (AA) Columbia Und 1921   Dun 1921 
Cooper, David (AA) Columbia Und 1903   Walsh's Directory 1903 
Cooper, J. & Son Bamburg Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Counts, E.A. Prosperity Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Counts, E.A. Prosperity  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Counts, Mrs. J.L. Prosperity F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Cousar, J.G. Fort Lawn F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Cousar, J.G. Fort Lawn  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cousar, R.E. Fort Lawn Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Covin, W.O. & Son 
Willington 
(McCormick Co.) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Cox & Gerdon Mullins  1927   The Casket & Sunnyside 1927 
Cox & Gordon Mullins FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cox Co., The Mullins F & U 1920 Exceedingly slow  Lyon 1920 




Cox Funeral Home Belton  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Cox Funeral Home Mullins  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Cox Funeral Service Honea Path FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cox Furniture Co. Belton F & U 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Cox Furniture Co. Belton F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cox, F.M. & Co. Belton F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Cox, J.J. Florence Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Cox, J.T. Belton F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Cox, W.B. & Co. Honea Path  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Craig, J.D. Furniture Co. Sumter F & U 1898 
Fair credit, fair 
pay  Lyon 1898 
Craig, J.D. Furniture Co. Sumter F & U 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
Crawley & McGuire Columbia F & U 1929   Dun 1929 
Crawley, E.B. Columbia F & U 1921   Dun 1921 
Crowser, W.T.D. & Co. 
Basconville (Chester 
Co.) F & U 1898 
Limited credit, 
slow pay  Lyon 1898 
Crumel & Blythewood (AA) North Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Crumel, Thomas (AA) North  1931   Williams 2002 
Crummel, W.B. North  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Culler, W.C. North F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Culler, W.C. & Son North  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Currey, E.O. (AA) Charleston Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Currey, E.O. (AA) Charleston Und 
1913-
1922  
ceased being listed by 
1925 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Curtis, G. Henry Paxville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Davenport, D.D. Greer Depot F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Davidson, G.H. Clinton Und 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Davis, C. Lee Anderson  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Davis, J.W. Hartsville F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Dayson Undertaking House Johns Island Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Dayson Undertaking House Johns Island Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Dean, W.H. Mayesville F & U 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Dennis, W.F. Columbia F & U 1929 Limited credit  Dun 1929 
Denton, Charles Chester  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Dickerson, L.W. & Co. Columbia F & U 1921 Good credit  Dun 1921 
Dickerson, L.W. & Co. Columbia F & U 1929 Fair credit  Dun 1929 
Dicks, A.F. Salley F & U 1920 Discount  Lyon 1920 
Dickson & Prince Society Hill Und 1928   Dun 1928 
Dickson & Prince Society Hill Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Dillon, J.W. & Co. Dillon F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Dodd, Mrs. A.D. Round O  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Dodd, Mrs. A.D. 
Round O (Colleton 
Co.) F & U 1920 Discount  Lyon 1920 
Donaldson, T.J. Burton  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Douglass, W.S. & Co. Blackstock Und 1898 Undesirable  Lyon 1898 
Dozier, James (AA) Orangeburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Drennan & Gill Richburg F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Drennen, J.B. & Co. Richburg F & U 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
DuBose Furniture Co. Lake City F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory New in business Lyon 1920 
Duckett Funeral Home Central FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Duckett Funeral Home Central  1950  est. 1905 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Duckett, Charles H. (AA) Laurens  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Dukes Undertaking Co. Orangeburg Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Dukes, W.H. Orangeburg Und 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Dukes, W.H. Orangeburg Und 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Dukes-Harley Funeral Home Orangeburg FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Dukes-Harley Funeral Home Orangeburg  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Dunbar Funeral Home Columbia FD 1929 Good credit  Dun 1929 
Dunbar Funeral Home Columbia FD 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Dunbar Funeral Home Columbia FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Dunbar Funeral Home Columbia  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Dunbar, C.B. & C.W. 
Millettville (Barnwell 
Co.) F & U 1920  New in business Lyon 1920 
Dunmore Undertaking Co. Georgetown Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Eadon-Wilson Co. Paxville F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Eady & Miller (AA) Florence  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Eargle, A.H. Peak Und 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 






(Dorchester Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Edgar Funeral Home Union FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Edgar Manufacturing Co. Union coffins 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Edgar Undertaking Co. Union  1925   The Casket & Sunnyside 1925 
Edgar-Brown-Bailey Funeral 
Home Union  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Edgefield Mercantile Co. Edgefield F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Edgefield Mercantile Co. Edgefield F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Edgefield Mercantile Co. Edgefield  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Edwards, I & Co. Batesburg F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Edwards, V.E. & Brothers Johnston F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Edwards, V.E. & Brothers Johnston Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Edwards, V.E. & Brothers Johnston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Edwards, V.E. & Brothers Johnston  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Effingham Supply Co. Effingham F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Eidson, J.W. Trenton Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Elliott, J.M. Winnsboro F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Ellis Funeral Home Greenwood FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Ellis, Howard B., Inc. Greenwood Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Ellis, Howard B., Inc. Greenwood Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Empire Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929 Fair credit  Dun 1929 
English, C.M. (AA) Charleston Und 
1902-
1922  
successor to Livingston; 
ceased being listed by 
1925 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Enoree Manufacturing Co. Enoree 
Coffins 
& F 1898 High credit  Lyon 1898 
Enterprise Furniture Co. Anderson F & U 1898 Undesirable  Lyon 1898 
Epps & Epps Lake City F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Epps, H. Van Lake City Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Epps, H.V. Lake City  1918    
Epps, H.V. Lake City FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Estill Undertaking Co. Estill Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Evans Funeral Home Camden FD 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Evans, C.W. Camden Und 1920 COD 
Camden Undertaking 
Co. Lyon 1920 
Fagon Brothers Columbia Und 1875  
ceased doing business 
between 1885 and 1888 Beasley & Emerson 1875 
Fallow, W.H. Batesburg F & U 1920  New in business Lyon 1920 
Fallow, W.H. Batesburg Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Farrelley, A.M. Georgetown Und 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Farrelley, A.M. Georgetown Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Faulkner, T.D. Fort Mill Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Faulkner, T.D. & Co. Fort Mill Und 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
Faulkner, T.D. & Co. Fort Mill Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Felder, B.H. 
Parler (Orangeburg 
Co.) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Ferguson, C.A. (AA) Columbia Und 1915   Walsh's Directory 1915 
Ferguson, Paul S. Richburg F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Ferguson, R.H. Richburg F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Fibercraft Chair Co. Columbia Coffins 1921 Good credit  Dun 1921 
Fibercraft Chair Co. Columbia Coffins 1929 High credit Br. of Frankfort, KY Dun 1929 
Fielding & Weston (AA) Charleston Und 1916   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Fielding Home for Funerals Charleston FD 
1932-
present   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Fielding, Julius P.L. (AA) Charleston Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Fielding, Julius P.L. (AA) Charleston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Fielding, Julius P.L. (AA) Charleston Und 
1921-
1938   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Fingerville Manufacturing Co. 
Fingerville 
(Spartanburg Co.) F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Finklea, C.C. Co. Hyman F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Finklea-Ivey Co. Mars Bluff F & U 1920  New in business Lyon 1920 
Fisher, H.G. (AA) Beaufort  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Fitzpatrick, T.M. & Brothers Lancaster F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Fleming & Whitmire Enoree  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Fleming & Whitmire Enoree  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Floyd Drug Co. Olanta Supplies 1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Floyd Undertaking Co. Spartanburg  1925   The Casket & Sunnyside 1925 




Floyd, J. Kelly Olanta  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Floyd, J.F. & Co. Spartanburg F & U 1898 
Fair credit, slow 
pay also Union Lyon 1898 
Floyd, J.F. & Co. Spartanburg  1909   The Casket 1909 
Floyd, J.F. & Co. Spartanburg F & U 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Floyd, J.F. Mortuary Chesnee Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Floyd, J.F. Mortuary Spartanburg FD 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Floyd, J.F. Mortuary Spartanburg FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Floyd, J.F. Mortuary Spartanburg  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Floyd, John F. Funeral Home Spartanburg  1927   The Casket & Sunnyside 1927 
Fludd, E.B. (AA) Charleston Und 1925  
ceased being listed by 
1927 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Fogle, W.B. Elloree  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Fogle-Hungerpiller Elloree  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Folk Brothers Williston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Folk Brothers Williston  1950  J.C. & W.O. Folk 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Ford, M.L. Clover F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Ford, M.L. Clover F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Ford, M.L. & Sons Clover Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Ford, M.L. & Sons Clover FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Ford, M.L. & Sons Clover  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Foster, Rufus (AA) Gaffney  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Foster, Rufus Herbert (AA) Gaffney  1920  began business Williams 2002 
Fowler & Robinson Spartanburg Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Fox, W.M. Lodge F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 





& F 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Foxworth, W.L. (AA) Mullins Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Foxworth, W.L. (AA) Mullins  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Franks & Sons Mortuary (AA) Greenville Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Friendly Funeral Home (AA) Charleston FD 1938   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Funderburk & Funderburk Columbia F & U 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Funderburk & Funderburk Columbia Und 1903   Walsh's Directory  1903 
Funderburk, A.F. Columbia Und 1888   City Directory of Columbia 1888 
Funderburke & Riley Lancaster  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Gadsden, Eugene (AA) Charleston  1902  formed business Williams 2002 
Gadsden, Eugene (AA) Charleston Und 1912  
received embalmer's 
license in 1909 Dun 1912; Williams 2002 
Gadsden, Eugene (AA) Charleston Und 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Gadsden, Eugene (AA) Charleston Und 
1902-
1942  
ceased being listed by 
1950 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Gadsden, Wesley (AA) Johns Island Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Gadsen Funeral Home (AA) Charleston  1938  Eugene Duncan American Funeral Director 1938 
Gaffney Funeral Home Gaffney FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Gaffney Furniture Co. Gaffney F & U 1920 Satisfactory New in business Lyon 1920 
Gandy Funeral Home (AA) Darlington FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Gantt Funeral Home Liberty (Pickens Co.) FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Gantt Funeral Home  Liberty (Pickens Co.)  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Gantt Furniture Co. Liberty (Pickens Co.) F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Garrison, J. Reid 
Denver (Anderson 
Co.) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Gary & Hill (AA) Florence  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Gasque, E.H. Marion Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Gassaway, J.T. Central Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Gaston Milling & 
Manufacturing Co. Columbia coffins 1905  went out of business The Sunnyside 1922 
Gaston, J.T. Columbia Und 1899   Walsh's Directory  1899 
Gaten, A.C. (AA) Columbia  1914  
received embalmer's 
license in 1914 Williams 2002 
Gates, J.J. Co. (AA) Florence Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Gaton, Louis B. (AA) Columbia  1931   Williams 2002 
Geiger, R.B. & P.L. St. Matthews Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
George Funeral Home Aiken  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
George, D.M. Aiken Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
George, D.M. Aiken FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 




Gibbons, D.M. Kershaw  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Gibson, T.B. McColl F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Gillis, B.C. & Co. Rembert F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Gladden, W.B. Richburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Glenn, J.L. Mortuary (AA) Greenville Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Glover, J.C. Batesburg F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Golden Oak Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1921   Dun 1921 
Golden Oak Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929   Dun 1929 
Goldfinch Funeral Home Conway  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Gooch, R.L. & Brothers Fort Lawn F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Gooding, P.H. 
Crocketville 
(Hampton Co.) F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Google, John Aiken Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Graham, J.M. & Son Columbia Coffins 1929 Good credit  Dun 1929 
Graham, John H. McClellanville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Graves, J.S. & Co. Bluffton F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Gray Funeral Home Clinton FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Gray Funeral Home Clinton  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Gray Mortuary Pelzer  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Gray, W.S. Woodruff F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Green, Charles Branchville  1931   Williams 2002 
Greenville Undertaking Co. Greenville Und 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
Greenwood Undertaking Co. Greenwood Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Griffin, M.H. Pickens  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Griffin, T.N. (est.) Lynchburg F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Guinguard, Mrs. J.P. Columbia  1931   Williams 2002 
Gulledge, C.L. Pageland F & U 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Gunter, J.A. Wagener F & U 1898   Lyon 1898 
Gunyard, Solomon (AA) St. Matthews Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Hagood, W.M. & Co. Easley F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Haile, R.H. (AA) Camden  1931   Williams 2002 
Haile, R.H. (AA) Camden  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hair, A.B. Blacksville F & U 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Haley, J.O.B. & Co. Westminster F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Ham & Perry Timmonsville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Ham & Player Timmonsville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hamilton, E.L. & G.B. Easley F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Hammond & Johnson Spartanburg  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Hampton Undertaking Co. Hampton Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Hancock & Baskins Timmonsville Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Hancock Funeral Home Bishopville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Hankinson, T. (AA) Barnwell  1931   Williams 2002 
Harden, John M., Jr. Winnsboro F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Harden, John M., Jr. Winnsboro Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Harden, John M., Jr. Winnsboro FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Harden, John M., Jr. Winnsboro  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Hardin & McCrovey Rock Hill  1915  began business The Casket 1915 
Hardwick, J.W. Loris  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Hardy & Pinckney (AA) Columbia Und 1920 
Not 
recommended also Greenville Lyon 1920 
Hardy Pinckney & Biggs Co. 
(AA) Columbia Und 1912 Limited credit  Dun 1912 
Hardy Pinckney & Biggs Co. 
(AA) Columbia  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Hardy, A.P. & Co. Columbia Und 1924   Walsh's Directory 1925 
Hardy, Alonzo P. (AA) Columbia  1910  
received embalmer's 
license in 1910 Williams 2002 
Hardy-Pincknbey 
Undertaking Co. (AA) Columbia Und 1921 Limited credit  Dun 1921 
Harleson Brothers (AA) Charleston Und 1902   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Harleston & Mickey (AA) Charleston Und 1907 Limited credit  Dun 1907 




Harleston & Mickey (AA) Charleston Und 
1904-
1922   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Harleston & Wilson (AA) Charleston Und 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Harleston, E.G. (AA) Charleston  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Harleston, E.G. (AA) Charleston Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Harleston, Edwin G. (AA) Charleston Und 1916-?  
listed as least as late as 
1950 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Harleston, J. Moultrie (AA) Charleston Und 1932   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Harleston, R.O. Charleston  1911  
received embalmer's 
license in 1911 Williams 2002 
Harleston's Funeral Home 
(AA) Charleston FD 
1932-
1942   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Harley Funeral Home Greenwood  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Harper, J.B. Timmonsville 
Coffins 
& U 1898 Undesirable  Lyon 1898 
Harrell, N.L. Darlington Und 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Harris & Calvert Abbeville Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Harris, W.A. Abbeville Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Harris, W.A. Abbeville FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Harris, W.A. Abbeville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Harrison, Rev. John H. Charleston  1931   Williams 2002 
Haverty Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929 Good credit  Dun 1929 
Haverty-Rustin Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1921 Good credit  Dun 1921 
Hawkins, O.H. Gaffney  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hayes Brothers Lake View  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hayes, E.C. Bamburg F & U 1898 
Good credit, fair 
pay  Lyon 1898 
Hazzard, Allen P. Georgetown Und 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Hazzard, B.I. Georgetown Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Heap, W.D. Florence F & U 1885   letter 
Heard & Carter Anderson Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Hearst, C.J. Abbeville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Heath, Springs & Co. Lancaster F & U 1898 High credit  Lyon 1898 
Heaton, L.M. 
Reevesville 
(Dorchester Co.) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Hefneman, J. Andrews F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Helping Aid Society (AA) Florence  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hemmingway, W.C. & Co. Rhems F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Hemmingway, W.C. & Co. 
Rome (Williamsburg 
Co.) F & U 1920 Slow also Hemmingway Lyon 1920 
Hendrix, Scott Lexington F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Hendrix, Scott Lexington F & U 1912 Good credit  Dun 1912 
Henegan, Mrs. Sarah Powe Hartsville  1931   Williams 2002 
Henstiss, James L. Society Hill F & U 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Hester, L.L. 
Mount Carmel 
(McCormick Co.) Und 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Hester, S.J. 
Hester (Abbeville 
Co.) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Hewyard, G.W. (AA) Charleston Und 
1925-
1938   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Heyward Funeral Home Charleston FD 
1932-
1950  
by 1950 listed as 
Heyward Mortuary 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Heyward, G.W. (AA) Charleston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hickinbottom, Paul B. (AA) Chester  1931   Williams 2002 
Hightower, G.W. Denmark F & U 1898   Lyon 1898 
Hightower, G.W. Denmark Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Hightower, W.H. Denmark  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hightower's Funeral Service Denmark  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Hinson & Battle Nichols  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hinson & Ward Nichols F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Hinson, J.A. Jr. Rock Hill  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hinson-Battle Nichols  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Hodges, Frank Spartanburg  1918    
Hogg, G.P. Barnwell Und 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Holder, H.A. Blackstock Und 1912 Limited credit  Dun 1912 
Holder, H.A. Blackstock Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 




Holland Funeral Home Lancaster  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Holland Parr Funeral Home Lancaster FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Holley & Sons (AA) Columbia  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Holley Brothers Congaree 
Coffins 
& F 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Holley Hardware Co. Aiken F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Holley, W.S. (AA) Gadsden  1931   Williams 2002 
Hollingsworth Funeral Parlor Edgefield  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Hollingsworth, J.H. Edgefield  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Holly Brothers & Goodwin 
(AA) Eastover  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Holmes & Grant (AA) Charleston Und 
1901-
1902  
ceased being listed by 
1903 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Holmes, J.H. (AA) Walterboro  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Holmes, R.F. (AA) Charleston Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Holmes, R.F. (AA) Charleston Und 
1904-
1923  
ceased being listed by 
1924 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Holmwa, W.A. (AA) Charleston Und 1926   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Horn, P.H. (AA) Abbeville Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Hough, B.C. & Co. Lancaster F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Howe, R.C. Bennettsville  1921   The Casket 1921 
Hubbard, W.H. McColl F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Huggins, F.E. Hemingway F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Huggins, F.E. Hemingway  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hungerpiller & Fogal Elloree U & F 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
Hungerpiller & Fogal Elloree F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Hunt & Thompson Eastover F & U 1920 Slow New in business Lyon 1920 
Hurst, George H Sumter F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory New in business Lyon 1920 
Hurst, George H. & Sons Sumter Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Hurst, George H. & Sons Sumter FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hurst, George H. & Sons Sumter  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Hutchinson Brothers & Co. 
West Union (Oconee 
Co.) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Hutchinson, Henry C. (AA) Summerton  1931   Williams 2002 
Hutson, D.C. Hardeeville F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Imperial Casket Co. Leesville coffins 1941   Williams 2002 
Isom, E.N. (AA) Chester Und 1912 Limited credit  Dun 1912 
Isom, E.N. (AA) Chester Und 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Isom, Mrs. E.N. Chester  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jackson Funeral Home (AA) Clover FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jackson Undertaking Co. Aiken Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Jackson, Fred W. Anderson  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jackson, H.L. (AA) Marion  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jackson, J.M. & Co. Campobello F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Jackson, Justine E. Aiken  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jackson, W.A. (AA) Aiken  1931   Williams 2002 
Jackson, Walter C. (AA) St. Matthews  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jaynes, C.G.  Walhalla  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jaynes, C.G.` Walhalla F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Jefferes, Mrs. T.C., Jr. Darlington F & U 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Jefferies, H.L. Gaffney  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jeffreys, J.E. York F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Jenkins & Smith Blacksburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jenkins Brothers (AA) Charleston Und 
1932-
1938   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Jenkins Funeral Home (AA) Bluffton FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jenkins Funeral Home (AA) Charleston FD 
1940-
1942  
ceased being listed by 
1944 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Jenkins, A.H. (AA) Charleston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jenkins, A.H. (AA) Charleston Und 
1923-
1931   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Jenkins, B.J. (AA) 
Martins Point 
(Charleston Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jenkins, J.C. (AA) Whitmire  1931   Williams 2002 
Jennings-Gainey Furniture 
Co. Sumter F & U 1920 Satisfactory New in business Lyon 1920 
Jeter, A. (AA) Union  1931   Williams 2002 
Jetter, A. (AA) Union Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 




Job's Funeral Home Sumter FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Johnson & Jenkins Cameron  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Johnson Bradley & Morris 
(AA) Columbia Und 1921  
first appears in the 1920 
Columbia City Directory Dun 1921 
Johnson Bradley & Morris 
(AA) Columbia Und 1929   Dun 1929 
Johnson Bradley & Morris 
(AA) Columbia  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Johnson, Bradley & Morris Columbia Und 1926  formed in 1915 Williams 2002 
Johnson, Coy Co. 
Lauay (Hampton 
Co.) F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Johnson, J.T. Donalds Und 1912 Limited  Dun 1912 
Johnson, J.T. Donalds Und 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Johnson, J.T. Donalds  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Johnson, P.S. (AA) Cameron  1931   Williams 2002 
Johnson, Peter Jr. Mount Pleasant  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Johnson-Bradley Funeral 
Home (AA) Columbia FD 1930   Hill Directory 1930 
Johnson-Bradley-Morris Co. Columbia Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Johnson's, P.S. Charleston FD 1950   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Jones, B.B. Edgefield F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Jones, B.B. Edgefield Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Jones, B.B. Edgefield  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jones, B.W. Lake City F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Jones, R.D. Simponville F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Jones, R.D. & Sons Greenville FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jones, R.D. & Sons Greenville  1950  est. 1911 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Jones, W.H. Ellenton F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Jones-McAfee Co. Greenville  1923   The Sunnyside 1923 
Jones-McAfee Co. Greenville Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Jones-Swygert Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1921 Fair credit  Dun 1921 
Jordan & Co. St. George  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jordan, D.M. & Brothers Fort Lawn F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Josey Funeral Home Manning FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Josselson, B. 
Whitehall (Colleton 
Co.) F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Keel, James S. Montmorenci F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Keels Co., The Greeleyville F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Keels Co., The Greeleyville Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Keels Co., The Greeleyville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Keith & Blythwood Cameron  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Keith, Theodore Darlington Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Keller, J.J. & Co. Rock Hill Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Keller, J.J. & Co. Rock Hill  1914  
sold business to 
McCormick of Columbia The Sunnyside 1914 
Kennedy Brothers Laurens F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Kennedy Mortuary Laurens  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Kennedy, A.S. Due West Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Kennedy, C.E. & Son Laurens F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Kennedy, C.E. & Son Laurens Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Kennedy, C.E. & Son Laurens  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Kershaw Mercantile & 
Banking Co. Kershaw F & U 1920 Discount  Lyon 1920 
Kervin, C.E. (AA) 
Syracuse (Darlington 
Co.) F & U 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Ketchin, H.E. Winnsboro F & U 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
Kett, O.C. (AA) Cameron  1931   Williams 2002 
Keyes, W.A. Batesburg  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Keyserling Funiture & 
Undertaking Co. Dale (Beaufort Co.) F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Keyserling, Mark 
Wilkins (Beaufort 
Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Kimbrell Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1921 Good credit  Dun 1921 
Kimbrell Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929 High credit 
Br. of National 
Manufacturers & Stores, 
Inc., Atlanta Dun 1929 
Kinard, H.J., Agent Ninety-Six F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Kinard, M.A. Ehrhardt F & U 1920  New in business Lyon 1920 
King Hardware Co. Johnsonville F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 




King, D.R. & Sons Funeral 
Home (AA) Summerton FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
King, J.W. Kingsburg (Florence) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
King's Funeral Home Blacksburg FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Kingston Furniture Co. Conway F & U 1920 Prompt New in business Lyon 1920 
Kingston Furniture Co. Conway F & U 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Kingston Furniture Co. Conway F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Kingstree Hardware Co. Kingstree F & U 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Kirkland & Mason (AA) 
Baldoc (Barnwell 
Co.) Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Kistler Funeral Home Darlington  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Kistler, J.H. Darlington  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Klauber, L.A. St. George F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Knight, G.R. Pageland Und 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Knox, S.H. Seneca  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Kornegay Funeral Home Camden FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Kornegay Funeral Home Camden  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Lamar Furniture & Music Co. Lamar F & U 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Lancaster Mercantile Co. Lancaster F & U 1920 Prompt also Lamar Lyon 1920 
Landford, R.D. & Co. Woodruff 
Und 
Supplies 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Lanford-Boyter Mortunary Woodruff  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Lanford-Boyter Mortunary Woodruff  1950  est. 1910 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Langford, R.G. & Co. Woodruff Und 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
Langford-Boyter & Co. Woodruff Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Latham, J.T. Easley F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Latimer, E.F. 
Lowndesville 
(Abbeville) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Latimore, G. Funeral Home Conway FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Latta Hardware Co. Latta F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Law & Mims Mercantile Co. Moncks Corner  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Lawson, C.A. (AA) Sumter  1931   Williams 2002 
Lawson, James E. Calhoun Falls  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Leavell & Spears Newberry F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Leavell Funeral Home Newberry FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Leavell Funeral Home Newberry  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Leavell, R.Y. & Son Newberry Und 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
Leavell, R.Y. & Son Newberry Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Leavell, R.Y. & Son Newberry Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Lebby, Clarence V. Funeral 
Home (AA) Denmark  1927  began business Williams 2002 
Lebby, Clarence V. Funeral 
Home (AA) Denmark FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Lee, D. Lamar Scranton F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Lee, Lamar D. Scranton  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Leesville Coffin & Casket Co. Leesville coffins 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
Leesville Manufacturing Co. Leesville coffins 1913   The Casket 1913 
Leevey's Funeral Home (AA) Columbia FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Leevy's Standard Furniture 
Co. Columbia F & U 1929 Limited credit  Dun 1929 
Leverett Furniture Co. Piedmont F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Lewis & Nelson Bishopville Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Lewis & Nelson Bishopville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Lewis, W.R. (est.) Conway F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Lighty & Son (AA) Hartsville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Lindler, G.W. Chapin F & U 1898   Lyon 1898 
Lindler, G.W. Chapin Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Livingston, J., Agent Charleston Und 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Livingston, Jacob Charleston Und 
1901-
1904  
ceased being listed by 
1906 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Lockhart Mills Lockhart F & U 1920 Discount  Lyon 1920 
Lopez, J.F. (AA) Columbia Und 1903   Walsh's Directory 1903 
Lorick Co. Irmo  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Lott-Walker Co. Johnston F & U 1920 Slow New in business Lyon 1920 
Lowell, S.N. & Co. 
Lucknow (Kershaw 
Co.) F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Lowrance Brothers Chester F & U 1920 Slow New in business Lyon 1920 
Lowrance Funeral Home Chester FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 




Lowrance Funeral Home Chester  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Lybrand, J.W. Wagener F & U 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Lynch, J.C. & Son Coward F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
MacDonald, Wilkins & Co. Frogmore F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Mackey, James F. Greenville Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Mackey, James F. & Son Greenville Und 1912 
Excellent to good 
credit  Dun 1912 
Mackey, James F. & Son Greenville Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Mackey, James F. & Son Lancaster F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Mackey, James F. & Sons Greenville Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Mackey, James F. & Sons Greenville FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Mackey, James F. & Sons Greenville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Magrath, C.M. Charleston Und 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Mahaffey Pleas 
Townville (Anderson 
Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Mahaffey-Pleas 
Townville (Anderson 
Co.) F & U 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Manetta Mills Store Lando (Chester Co.) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Manigault & Williams  Columbia FD 1929   Dun 1929 
Manigault Funeral Home 
(AA) Columbia FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Manigault Funeral Home 
(AA) Georgetown FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Manigault, Guten & Williams 
(AA) Columbia Und 1925   Walsh's Directory 1925 
Manigault, Mrs. Anna Columbia  1931   Williams 2002 
Manning Furniture Co. Manning F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Marell, L.B. Fair Play F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Marett, L.B. Fair Play  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Marion Funeral Home Marion FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Mars Bluff Mercantile Co, Mars Bluff F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Marshall, C.L. & Son (AA) Cheraw  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Mathews, G.C. Williston F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Mathis, J.F. Jr. Trenton  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Matthews, G.C. Williston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Matthews, J.O. Ninety-Six Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Maxwell Brothers & Quinn Columbia F & U 1929 High credit Br. of Greenville Dun 1929 
May & Corley Graniteville F & U 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
May, Charles S. Rock Hill F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Mayer Funeral Home Georgetown FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Mayer Funeral Home Georgetown  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Mayes, James W. (AA) Greenville  1931   Williams 2002 
Mayfield, J.F. Pacolet F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
May-Louis Mills 
Mayo (Spartanburg 
Co.) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Mazyck Funeral Home (AA) Charleston FD 
1930-
1950   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Mazyck, H.E. (AA) Charleston Und 
1923-
1929   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Mazyick, Harold E. (AA) Charleston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McAfee, Thomas Greenville FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McAffee, Thomas Funeral 
Home Greenville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
McAlister, John Charleston Und 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
McAlister, John Charleston Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
McAlister, John Charleston Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
McAlister, John Charleston FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McAlister, John Charleston  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
McAllister, D.J. Charleston  1909   The Casket 1909 
McAllister, D.J. 
Mount Carmel 
(McCormick Co.) F & U 1920  New in business Lyon 1920 
McAllister, John Charleston Und 
1901-
1950   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
McCain, G.P. McCormick F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
McCain, G.P. McCormick F & U 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
McCain, G.P. McCormick F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
McCain, G.P. McCormick  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McCall, Charles S. Bennettsville F & U 1898 High credit  Lyon 1898 
McCormick and Pletscher Columbia Und 1903   Walsh's Directory 1903 




McCormick Funeral Home Columbia  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
McCormick, J.W. Columbia Und 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
McCormick, J.W. Columbia Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
McCormick, J.W. Columbia Und 1921 High credit  Dun 1921 
McCormick, J.W. Columbia Und 1929 High credit  Dun 1929 
McCormick, J.W. Columbia FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McCreight, B.R. Camden Und 1912 Limited  Dun 1912 
McCreight, B.R. Camden  1914  began business The Sunnyside 1914 
McCreight, E.O. Camden Und 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
McDill & Lyon Abbeville F & U 1898 
Limited credit, 
fair pay  Lyon 1898 
McDill, J.N. Hickory (York Co.) Und 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
McDonald-Bleckley Co. Anderson  1924   The Sunnyside 1924 
McDougald-Bleckley Co. Anderson Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
McDougald-Bleckley Co. Anderson  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McDougald-Bleckley Co. Anderson  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
McDougald-Hicks Funeral 
Home Westminster  1950  
successor to Sheldon & 
Miller 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
McDougald-Johnson Funeral 
Home Anderson FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McDougald-Johnson Funeral 
Home Anderson  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
McFadden Mercantile Co. Great Falls F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McFall, Guy Pickens Und 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
McFall, Guy Pickens Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
McFall, W.T. Pickens F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
McGill Brothers Bethany (York Co.) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
McGowan & Griffin Cross Hill  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McKenzie, W.C. & Co. Piedmont F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
McKerall, G.G. Marion F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
McKerall, G.G. Marion  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McKissick, I.G. & Sons (AA) Union  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McLaughlin, J.N. Jefferson 
Coffins 
& F 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
McLeod, W.J. Lynchburg F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
McMahon & Lopez (AA) Columbia Und 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
McMahon, C.C. & Co. (AA) Columbia Und 1895   Douglas 1895 
McMellan, F.M. Jr. Latta  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McMillan, C.C. Fingerville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McMullen, James H. (AA) Lancaster  1931   Williams 2002 
McMullen, James H. (AA) Lancaster  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McSwain Funeral Home Newberry FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McSwain Funeral Home Newberry  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Meares Funeral Home Mullins  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Metz & Davis Charleston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Metz & Davis Funeral Parlor 
(AA) Charleston FD 1938   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Metz & Davis Funeral 
Services (AA) Charleston FD 
1940-
1950   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Metz, William L. (AA) Clinton  1931   Williams 2002 
Meyers & Smith (AA) Charleston FD 1932   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Mickey Brothers (AA) Charleston Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Mickey Brothers (AA) Charleston Und 
1918-
1923   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Mickey, E.H. (AA) Charleston Und 1898 Undesirable  Lyon 1898 
Mickey, Eddie C. (AA) Charleston Und 
1914-
1916  
received an embalmer's 
license in 1905 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research; Williams 2002 
Mickie Funeral Home (AA) Charleston FD 
1925-
1938  
ceased being listed by 
1940 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Mickie, E.H. (AA) Charleston Und 1901   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Midway Funeral Parlor (AA) Charleston FD 1940   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Miller & Co. 
Plum Branch 
(McCormick Co.) F & U 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Miller & Washington (AA) Florence Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Miller Brothers Whitmire  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 




Miller, B.H. Little Mountain Und 1912 Limited credit  Dun 1912 
Miller, W.M. (AA) Aiken  1931   Williams 2002 
Miller, W.M. (AA) Aiken  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Mims, H.W. & Co. Darlington F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Minis, L.M. Springfield Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Mixon & Boynton Yemassee F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Mixon, B. Yemassee  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Monetta Mill Store Edgemoor F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Monetta Mill Store 
Edgmoor (Chester 
Co.) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Monroe & Co. Latta F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Montgomery & Gaines Gaffney F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Moore & Hughes Duncans F & U 1898 
Fair credit, fair 
pay  Lyon 1898 
Moore & Moore Cowpens F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Moore, O.M. Duncan F & U 1920 Discount  Lyon 1920 
Moore, W.B. & Co. York Und 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Moore, W.V. Bishopville Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Moore, W.W. Barnwell F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Morgan, F.B. Central F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Morgan, J.N. Central F & U 1920 Discount  Lyon 1920 
Morrall Furniture Co. Beaufort F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Morrall Furniture Co. Beaufort F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Morrall Furniture Co. Beaufort  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Morrall, A.S. Beaufort Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Morris Cotton Mills Co. Central F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Morris Funeral Home Hemmingway  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Morris, J. H. (AA) Bennettsville  1914  established Williams 2002 
Morris, J.E. & J.F. Langley F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Morris, Joseph H.W. (AA) Bennettsville  1931   Williams 2002 
Morris, Joseph H.W. (AA) Bennettsville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Morrisville Mercantile Co. 
Morrisville 
(Williamsburg Co.) F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Morrisville Mercantile Co. 
Morrisville 
(Williamsburg Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Moss, J.R. Trenton F & U 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Mother's Memorial Mortuary 
(AA) Florence Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Moultrie & Parker (AA) Charleston FD 1938   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Moultrie Funeral Home (AA) Charleston FD 
1940-
1950   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Moultrie, J.B. (AA) Charleston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Moultrie, Jacob Benjamin 
(AA) Charleston Und 
1925-
1938   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Murphy & Wallace Union F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Murray, G.W. (AA) Hartsville Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Mutual Funeral Home (AA) Dillon FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Mutual Undertaking & 
Embalming Assoc. (AA) Sumter Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Mutual Undertaking & 
Embalming Assoc. (AA) Sumter Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Myers, W.M. 
Townville (Anderson 
Co.) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Myrick, J.R. Blacksville F & U 1920 Credit restricted New in business Lyon 1920 
Nail, W.R. Chester F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Nash, W.M. & Co. (AA) Columbia Und 1915   Walsh's Directory 1915 
Nelson & Lawson (AA) Sumter  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Nelson, W.A. (AA) Sumter  1931   Williams 2002 
New Funeral Home Charleston  1939  W. Ravenel Williams 2002 
Newton Funeral Home (AA) Orangeburg FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Nicholson, L.L. Funeral Home Jefferson FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Nickles, G.M. Hodges  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Norris Cotton Mills Co. 
Cateechee (Pickens 
Co.) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Norton, L.C. Dunbar  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
O'Dell, P.B. Whitmire Und 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Oshields & Whitlock 
Jonesville (Union 
Co.) Und 1898 Undesirable  Lyon 1898 
Ott Brothers Branchville Coffins 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 




Ott Funeral Home Branchville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Ott, Louie P. Branchville Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Ott, Louie P. Branchville FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Oulla Funeral Home Florence  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Oulla's Inc. Florence FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Pace, C.L. & Co. Marion F & U 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Pace, C.L. & Co. Marion  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Pacolet Manufacturing Co. Pacolet F & U 1920 Discount  Lyon 1920 
Pacolet Manufacturing Co. Pacolet F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Padgett, H.D. Jr. Ruffin (Colleton Co.) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Padgett, W.H. & B.H. Walterboro F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Palmer, Edward P. Sumter  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Palmetto Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929 Fair credit  Dun 1929 
Palmetto Hardware Co. Dillon F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Palmetto Hardware Co. Dillon F & U 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Parker, Fred Funeral Home Walterboro  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Parker, H.U. Bishopville Und 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Parker, J.D. & Co. (AA) Charleston Und 1907   Dun 1907 
Parker, J.D. & Co. (AA) Charleston Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Parker, J.D. & Co. (AA) Charleston Und 
1902-
1922  
ceased being listed by 
1925 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Parks Funeral Home Summervile  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Parks, W.R. & Son Parksville (Edgefield) F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Parr Funeral Home Lancaster FD 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Parrish & Willis Batesburg F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Parrish & Willis Batesburg  1922  went out of business The Casket 1922 
Patjen, J.H. & Son Mount Pleasant F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Patjen, J.H. & Son Mount Pleasant  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Patrick, W.M. 
Woodward (Fairfield 
Co.) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Patrick, W.M. 
Woodwards 
(Fairfield Co.) F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Patterson, P.E. (AA) Newberry  1931   Williams 2002 
Patton, Claude Enoree F & U 1912 Limited  Dun 1912 
Patton, Claude Enoree F & U 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Paulling, J.M. St. Matthews Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Pawley, James (AA) Charleston Und 
1901-
1902  
ceased being listed by 
1903 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Payseur, L.C. Lancaster F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Pearlstine, R. & Son Branchville F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Pearson's Funeral Home (AA) Columbia FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Pee Dee Hardware & 
Furniture Co. Mullins F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Pee Dee Hardware & 
Furniture Co. Mullins F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peek & Addison (AA) Seneca  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peek & Biggs (AA) Anderson Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Peek, W.I. (AA) Anderson  1931   Williams 2002 
Peek, Willis I. (AA) Anderson  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peeples Funeral Service Barnwell FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peeples Funeral Service Barnwell  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Peeples Funeral Service Hampton FD 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Peeples Funeral Service Hampton FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peeples Funeral Service Hampton  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Pennington Furniture Co. Darlington F & U 1920 Exceedingly slow  Lyon 1920 
Pennington Furniture Co. Darlington  1922  went out of business The Casket 1922 
Pennington, C.M. Hartsville Und 1920 Exceedingly slow  Lyon 1920 
Pennington, C.M. Hartsville Und 1928   Dun 1928 
Pennington, C.M. Hartsville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peoples Funeral Home Lamar FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peoples Furniture & 
Undertaking Co. 
Jonesville (Union 
Co.) F & U 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Peoples Furniture & 
Undertaking Co. 
Jonesville (Union 
Co.) F & U 1938  G.L. Warr American Funeral Director 1938 
Peoples Furniture Co. Anderson  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Peoples Furniture Co. Blacksburg F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
People's Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1921 Fair credit  Dun 1921 




People's Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929 Limited credit  Dun 1929 
Peoples Hardware Co. Lake View F & U 1938  H.H. Bailey American Funeral Director 1938 
Peoples Hardware Co. Loris F & U 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Peoples Hardware Co. Loris F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peoples New Furniture Co. Anderson F & U 1912   Dun 1912 
Peoples Undertaking Co. Hartsville Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peoples Undertaking Co. Lychburg Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peoples Undertaking Co. Union  1915  
began business; H.W. 
Edgar, A.B. Branon, L.S. 
Townsend The Casket 1915 
Peoples Undertaking Co.   Andrews Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peoples Undertaking Co. 
(AA) Lancaster Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Peoples Undertaking Co. 
(AA) Manning Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peoples Undertaking Co. 
(AA) Rock Hill Und 1938  Mrs. J.M. Robinson American Funeral Director 1938 
Peoples Undertaking Co. 
(AA) Union Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
People's Undertaking Co. 
(AA) Spartanburg Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Percival, J.T. (AA) Greenwood Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Percival, J.T. (AA) Greenwood  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Perrin, Ronald W. Florence  1931   Williams 2002 
Perry Brothers Batesburg F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Perry, C.E. Ridgeland F & U 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Perry, C.E. & Sons Ridgeland  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peterson& Sons Sumter F & U 1912   Dun 1912 
Petty, T.W. Campobello  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Petty, T.W. Landrum FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Petty, T.W. Landrum  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Phillips, R.W. Winnsboro F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Phillips, T.E. Winnsboro F & U 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Piedmont Undertaking Co. Union Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Pinckney Funeral Home (AA) Columbia FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Pinckney, Joseph Ridgeland  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Pinckney, Mrs. Estelle Hartsville  1931   Williams 2002 
Pinckney, T.H. (AA) Columbia Und 1925   Walsh's Directory 1925 
Pinckney, Thomas H. (AA) Columbia Und 1929 Good credit  Dun 1929 
Planters Hardware Co. Andrews F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Player & Hancock Bishopville FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Player Funiture Co. Bishopville F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Plowden Funeral Home St. Matthews FD 1938  L.M. Able American Funeral Director 1938 
Pollack, A.H. Blacksburg F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Poole, Bailey & Bobo Cross Anchor Und 1912 Good credit  Dun 1912 
Poole, Bobo & Bailey Cross Anchor Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Porter, H.H. Ridgeland F & U 1898   Lyon 1898 
Porter, H.H. Ridgeland F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Posey, J. M & Sons Graniteville F & U 1912 Good credit  Dun 1912 
Posey, John M. Graniteville F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Posey, John M. Graniteville F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Posey, John M. & Son Graniteville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Posey, John M. & Son Graniteville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Posey, John M. & Son Langley  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Powe, R.C. (AA) Bennettsville Und 1912 Limited  Dun 1912 
Powe, R.C. (AA) Bennettsville Und 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Powe, R.C. (Est.) (AA) Bennettsville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Powell Brothers Aiken F & U 1898 
Good credit, fair 
pay  Lyon 1898 
Powell Brothers Bath F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Powell Hardware Co. Aiken F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Powell, J.B. (AA) Mount Pleasant  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Powell, John B. (AA) Mount Pleasant  1931   Williams 2002 
Pratt, S.B. Sharon (York Co.) Coffins 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Price Funeral Home Anderson  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Prioleau, D.T. & Sons Georgetown  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Priouleau, J.R. (AA) Charleston Und 1903  
ceased being listed by 
1904 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Purcell, J.A. Charleston F & U 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 




Purcell, J.A. (AA) Charleston Und 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Purcell, J.A. (AA) Charleston Und 
1901-
1902  
ceased being listed by 
1903 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Purcell, Joseph A. (AA) Charleston Und 1907   Dun 1907 
Purcell, Joseph A. (AA) Charleston Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Purvis, C.E. Effingham 
Coffins 
& F 1920   Lyon 1920 
Pusser, Charles R. Funeral 
Home Chesterfield FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Ramey Funeral Home Saluda  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Ramey, Mrs. R.L. & Sons Saluda  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Ramey, R.L.   Saluda  1918    
Ramey, R.L. & Son Saluda Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Ramseur-McAfee Co. Greenville Und 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Ramseur-McAffee Greenville  1921   The Casket 1921 
Ramsey & Jones Edgefield F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Ravenel Funeral Home (AA) Charleston FD 
1940-
1944   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Ravenel, Wesley Funeral 
Home (AA) Charleston FD 1950   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Ravenel, Wesley Rev. Charleston FD 1942   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Read & Lipman St. Stephen  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Redd Motor Co. Wagener  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Redfearn, W.M. Chesterfield F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Redfern Fumeral Service Chesterfield FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Redfern Funeral Service Cheraw FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Redfern Funeral Service Cheraw  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Redfern Funeral Service Chesterfield  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Reeden-Newton Furniture Co. Greenville  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Reeves Funeral Home Lancaster FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Reeves, G.W. Branchville F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Reeves, G.W. Branchville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Reeves, L.W. (AA) Dillon Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Rehkopf, Mrs. W.G. Charleston Und 1898 
Fair credit, fair 
pay  Lyon 1898 
Rehkopf, William G. Charleston Und -  see Vonder Leith, T.A.  
Reid & Heller 
Sandy Springs 
(Anderson Co.) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Reid, W.G. & Son Rock Hill F & U 1912 
Excellent to good 
credit  Dun 1912 
Reid, W.G. & Son Rock Hill F & U 1920 Satisfactory New in business Lyon 1920 
Reid, W.T. & Son Rock Hill F & U 1898 
Fair credit, slow 
pay  Lyon 1898 
Republic Cotton Mills Store Great Falls F & U 1920 Discount  Lyon 1920 
Reynolds, A.C. Frogmore Und 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Reynolds, E.O. & Brothers Jacksonboro F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Rhem, F. & Sons Rhems F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Rhodes & VanMetre Columbia Und 1888   City Directory of Columbia 1888 
Rhodes & VanMetre Columbia Und 1895   Douglas 1895 
Richardson & Chisholm 
Garnett (Hampton 
Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Richey, L.A. (AA) Abbeville Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Richie, L.A. (AA) Abbeville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Rickard, H.B. (AA) Prosperity  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Ridgeland Funeral Home Ridgeland FD 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Ridgeland Funeral Home Ridgeland FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Ridgeland Funeral Home Ridgeland  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Rigby, J.C. Spartanburg coffins 1921  
began in 1902, went out 
of business The Sunnyside 1922 
Riggs, H.H. Orangeburg Und 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Riley, J. Beaufort Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Riley, James Beaufort Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Riser, C.F. Olar F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Ritter, E.E. Cope F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Rivers, N.T. Mt. Cogan  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 




Roberts, P.O. Co. Columbia F & U 1921   Dun 1921 
Robinet Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929 Fair credit  Dun 1929 
Robinson & Allen Union Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Robinson & Thornton Easley F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Robinson Brothers (AA) Charleston Und 
1927-
1938  
ceased being listed by 
1940 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Robinson Funeral Home Charleston FD 1938   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Robinson Funeral Home Greenwood FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Robinson, G.W.   Sumter Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Robinson, G.W. (AA) Charleston Und 
1925-
1926  
ceased being listed by 
1929 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Robinson, J.A. & Son (AA) Charleston F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Robinson, J.A. & Son (AA) Charleston F & U 1907 Fair credit  Dun 1907 
Robinson, J.A. & Son (AA) Charleston Und 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
Robinson, J.A. & Son (AA) Charleston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Robinson, J.A. & Son (AA) Charleston Und 
1901-
1923  
ceased being listed by 
1925 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Robinson, J.H. (AA) Columbia  1931   Williams 2002 
Robinson, J.M. & Brothers Lando (Chester Co.) F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Robinson, W.W. Easley Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Robinson, W.W. Easley FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Robinson, W.W. Easley  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Robinson-Calhoun Funeral 
Home Allendale  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Rock Hill Furniture Co. Rock Hill F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Roe, J.H. & Sons Tigerville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Rogers, J.S. McColl  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Rogers, W.P. (AA) Kingstree  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Rowell Bros. Hardware Store Andrews F & U 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Rowland & McGee Donalds Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Rush, C.C. Blackville Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Russell, Alexander (AA) Winnsboro  1931   Williams 2002 
Russell, Alexander (AA) Winnsboro  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Sale Funeral Home Lexington  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Salem Supply Co. Kingsburg (Florence) F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Salley, H.H. Salley Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Sanders & Kelly Hartsville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Sanders, Alophonso E. Charleston  1931   Williams 2002 
Satcher, James   Ward  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Satcher, James A. Wards F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Sauls-Rhame Funeral Home Holly Hill  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Saunders, A.H. Hagood 
Coffins 
& F 1920 Exceedingly slow  Lyon 1920 
Savage & Sullivan Williamston F & U 1898 Fair credit Savage deceased Lyon 1898 
Scott, W.M. & Sons (AA) Charleston Und 1923   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Sease, T.S. Gilbert F & U 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Seawright Mortuary Laurens  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Seawright, H.W. Inman FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Seawright, H.W. Inmann  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Seawright, H.W. Pendleton F & U 1920 Exceedingly slow  Lyon 1920 
Setzler Co., The Pomaria F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Sheldon & Miller Westminster Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Sheldon & Miller Westminster  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Shelly & Brunson Funeral 
Home Sumter  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Shelly-Brunson Sumter  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Shepard & Rowell 
Bryan (Williamsburg 
Co.) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Sherman Undertaking Co. Frogmore Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Shipman, D.L. Sellers (Marion Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Shirley, W.A. Honea Path F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Shirley, W.A. Honea Path F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Shuford & LeMaster Gaffney F & U 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
Shuford & LeMaster Gaffney  1917  began business The Casket 1917 




Shuford & LeMaster Gaffney F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Shuford-Hatcher Co. Gaffney Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Shuford-Hatcher Co. Gaffney FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Shuford-Hatcher Co. Gaffney  1950   




(Lexington Co.) F & U 1912   Dun 1912 
Sign, J.W. Abbeville Und 1898 Limited credit   Lyon 1898 
Silcox Mercantile Co. Harleyville F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Simmons Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929 Good credit  Dun 1929 
Simmons, J.C. & Co. Johns Island Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Simmons, William (AA) Charleston Und 1916   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Sims-King Funeral Home Sharon (York Co.) FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Sires, O.C. Summerville F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Sires, O.C. & Brothers Summerville F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Sitton, H.P. Pendleton F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Smalls, James & Sons Georgetown Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Smith & Clements Mortuary Spartanburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Smith Brothers Marion  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Smith Funeral Home (AA) Charleston FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Smith, C.P. Blacksburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Smith, N.P. Marion Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Smith, W.M. Funeral Home 
(AA) Charleston FD 
1938-
1942   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Smith, William Funeral Home 
(AA) Charleston FD 
1940-
1950   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Smith's Funeral Chapel Greer  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Snellings Brothers 
Millettville (Barnwell 
Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Snype Brothers (AA) Charleston Und 
1901-
1904  
ceased being listed by 
1903 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Snype, R.M. (AA) Charleston Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Snype, R.M. (AA) Charleston Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Snype, R.M. (AA) Charleston Und 
1906-
1923  
ceased being listed by 
1925 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Solomons, L.A. Troy (Abbeville Co.) Und 1898 Undesirable  Lyon 1898 
Sompayrac, A.M. Society Hill F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Southern Factories & Stores, 
Inc. Columbia F & U 1929 High credit Br. of Richmond, VA Dun 1929 
Sowell, W.H. Columbia F & U 1921 Fair credit  Dun 1921 
Spann, J.E. (AA) Chester  1924  destroyed by fire The Casket 1924 
Spann, J.E. (AA) Chester  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Speaks, R.R. Fairfax F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Spell, Paul F. 
Grover (Dorchester 
Co.) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Springs & Heath Heath Springs F & U 1898 High credit  Lyon 1898 
Springs Banking & Mercantile 
Co. Heath Springs F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Springs Banking & Mercantile 
Co. Heath Springs F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Springs, Frank R. Summerville Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Sprott, C.N. Summerton  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Square Deal Furniture Co. 
(AA) Bishopville F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Stackley, L.J. Kingstree Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Staubses, W.J. Aiken Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Steele, J.E. Lexington F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Stephens & Prevatte Lakeview  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Sternburger, E. Clio F & U 1898 High credit  Lyon 1898 
Sternburger, E. Co. Clio F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Stevens & Spring Kershaw  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Stevens, A.H. Monetta 
Coffins 
& F 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Stom, J.S. McCormick F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Stoney & Thomas Bennettsville Und 1912 Limited  Dun 1912 
Stover, W.T. & Co. Heath Springs F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Strauss, A.A. Mayesville F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Street, A.B. St. George Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Strom, A.J. McCormick Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Strom, J.S. McCormick  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 




Strom, J.S. McCormick  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Stubbs Funeral Home Cheraw  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Stubbs Furniture & 
Undertaking Co. Cheraw Und 1912 Limited credit  Dun 1912 
Stubbs Furniture & 
Undertaking Co. Cheraw F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Stubbs Furniture & 
Undertaking Co. Cheraw F & U 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Stubbs Furniture & 
Undertaking Co. Cheraw F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Stubbs, W.P. Cheraw F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Stucker, R.W. Chester Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Stuckey, M. D. B. & Co. McCormick F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Stuhr, J. Henry Charleston  1905   The Casket 1905 
Stuhr, J. Henry Charleston Und 1907 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1907 
Stuhr, J. Henry Charleston Und 1912 Good to fair  Dun 1912 
Stuhr, J. Henry Charleston F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Stuhr, J. Henry Charleston FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Stuhr, J. Henry Charleston  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Stuhr, J. Henry Charleston Und 
1901-
1950  
listed as Funeral Director 
by 1922 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Sullivan, J.T. Kingstree Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Summerville Furniture Co. Summerville F & U 1920 Discount  Lyon 1920 
Sumter Casket Co. Sumter coffins 1941   Williams 2002 
Sumter Coffin & Casket Co. Sumter coffins 1913   The Casket 1913 
Sumter Undertaking Co. (AA) Sumter Und 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Sutton & Watford Pageland  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Sutton-Watford Funeral 
Home Pageland  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Swansea Furniture Co. Swansea F & U 1920 Satisfactory Rast & Oliver Lyon 1920 
Swansea Furniture Co. Swansea F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Swinton & Danridge (AA) Charleston Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Swinton & Danridge (AA) Charleston Und 
1913-
1922   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Swinton, R.H. (AA) Charleston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Swinton, Robert H. (AA) Charleston  1931   Williams 2002 
Swinton, Robert H. (AA) Charleston Und 
1925-
1938  
ceased being listed by 
1940 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Switzer, D.W. Wood Mfg. Co. Roebuck Coffins 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
Talbert Funeral Home Columbia FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Talbert Funeral Home Columbia  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Talbert, J.C. McCormick F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Taylor Funeral Home Lexington FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Taylor, H.A. Co. Columbia F & U 1921 Good credit  Dun 1921 
Taylor, S.V. Greeleyville F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Thomas, J.C. (AA) Bishopville  1931   Williams 2002 
Thompson Funeral Home Columbia  1950  J.R. Thompson 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Thompson Funeral Home 
New Brookland 
(Lexington Co.) FD 1930   Hill Directory 1930 
Thompson Funeral Home 
New Brookland 
(Lexington Co.) FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Thompson Funeral Home Orangeburg  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Thompson, G.R. Funeral 
Home Conway FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Thompson, Hugh D. Funeral 
Home Orangeburg FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Tindal, Mrs. E.A. Summerton F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Tolly & Pruitt Funeral Home Honea Path  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Tolly, George F. & Son Anderson F & U 1898 
Fair credit, 
prompt pay  Lyon 1898 
Tolly, George F. & Son Anderson F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Tolly, George F. & Son Anderson  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Tolly, George F. Furniture Co. Anderson  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Traxler, D.H. & Co. Timmonsville Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 




Tribble, D.E. & Co. Clinton  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Tribble, D.E. & Co. Clinton F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Tribble, D.E. & Co. Clinton Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Tribble, D.E. & Co. Clinton  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Tucapau Mills 
Tucapau 
(Spartanburg Co.) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Tucapau Mills 
Tucapau 
(Spartanburg Co.) F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Tucapau Mills Wellford F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Tucker, B.H. Cahoun Falls F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Tucker, J.R. North Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Tucker, James R. Ellorree Coffins 1898   Lyon 1898 
Turner, J.C.C. Greenville Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Tyler Brothers Wagener  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Ulman, S. Hardeeville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Union Buffalo Mills Store Buffalo (Union Co.) F & U 1920 Discount also Union Lyon 1920 
Union Buffalo Mills Store Union F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Union Furniture Co. Union coffins 1921  
began in 1901, went out 
of business The Sunnyside 1922 
Union Undertaking Co. Union  1915  
began business; W.G. 
Puckett, J.E. Kirby, J.E. 
Hughes, J.W. Gilbert The Casket 1915 
Utsey, A. Harleyville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Van Epps, H. Lake City  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Van Metre, J.M. Columbia F & U 1898 
Good credit, 
prompt pay  Lyon 1898 
Van Metre, J.M. Columbia F & U 1912 Good credit  Dun 1912 
Van Metre, J.M. Columbia F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Van Metre, J.M. Columbia F & U 1921 High credit  Dun 1921 
Van Metre, J.M. Columbia  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Variety Furniture St. Columbia F & U 1929 Limited credit  Dun 1929 
Vaughan, S. Furniture Co. Florence F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory New in business Lyon 1920 
Vinson Merchantile Co. Rembert F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Vinson Merchantile Co. Rembert F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Vonder Leith, T.A. Charleston Und 
1901-
1906  
successor to William G. 
Rehkopf; ceased being 
listed by 1909 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Waite, W.F. Cope  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Walker & Martin (AA) Greenville FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Walker, C.C. (AA) Greenville  1931   Williams 2002 
Walker, J.L. Charleston Und 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Walker, R.H. 
Appleton (Barnwell 
Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Walker, T.I. Summerton Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Walker-Guess Co., Agents 
Appleton (Barnwell 
Co.) F & U 1920 Slow Est. R.R. Walker Lyon 1920 
Wall, D.H. Grahamville F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Wall, D.H. Ridgeland F & U 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Wallace, C.J. Columbia F & U 1921   Dun 1921 
Walterboro Funeral Home Walterboro FD 1938  D.F. Parker American Funeral Director 1938 
Walterboro Funeral Parlers Walterboro FD 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Ward, J.Q. Wagner Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Ware Shoals Funeral Home Ware Shoals  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Warley, Eddie H. (AA) Hartsville  1931   Williams 2002 
Washington, A.W. Bishopville  1931   Williams 2002 
Washington, M.O. (AA) St. Matthews  1931   Williams 2002 
Waters Funeral Home Florence  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Waters, W.M. Florence F & U 1898 
Limited credit, 
fair pay  Lyon 1898 
Waters, W.M. Florence  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Waters, W.M. Florence F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Waters, W.M. Florence Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Waters, W.M. Florence FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Watson, J.B. Ward F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Watson, John R. Ridge Springs F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Way, L.J. Eutawville 
Coffins 
& F 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Webster, J.L. Cowpens F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Wedgefield Merchantile Co. Wedgefield F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Weinsel, H. Columbia Coffins 1921 Limited credit  Dun 1921 
Weinsel, H. Columbia Coffins 1929 Fair credit  Dun 1929 




Welborn, W.L. Pelzer F & U 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
Welborn, W.L. Pelzer Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Welborn, W.L. Pelzer FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Welborn, Walter L. Pelzer F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Weston Brothers (AA) Charleston Und 
1913-
1914  
ceased being listed by 
1916 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Wetherspoon, J.B. & Sons Kershaw F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Wharton, J.B. 
Waterloo (Laurens 
Co.) F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
White & Hutchinson (AA) Charleston FD 1932   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
White, A.J. Manning Und 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
White, A.J. Manning Und 1918    
White, A.J. Manning Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
White, Rev. J.W. (AA) Walterboro Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Whitner Funeral Home Bennettsville FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Whitner Undertaking Co. Bennettsville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Whitner, B.F. Bennettsville  1911   The Casket 1911 
Whitner, B.F. Bennettsville Und 1912 Limited  Dun 1912 
Whitner, B.F. Bennettsville Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Whitner, B.F. Bennettsville  1922   The Casket 1922 
Wichman, Albert Walterboro F & U 1898 High credit  Lyon 1898 
Wichman-Brown Co. Walterboro F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Wilds, W.J. & Sons (AA) Georgetown  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Wilkerson Furniture Co. 
Hickory Grove (York 
Co.) F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Williams & Green Elloree  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Williams & Son Greeleyville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Williams Funeral Home (AA) Columbia FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Williams, G.C. (AA) Newberry  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Williams, H. McM. Yemassee F & U 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Williams, J.A. & Co. Heath Springs  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Williams, McM. B. Yemassee  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Williams, Miss Carrie E. Sumter  1931   Williams 2002 
Williams, O.C. Marietta  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Williams, P. McB. Aiken Und 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Williams, R.C. Newberry F & U 1898 
Limited credit, 
slow pay  Lyon 1898 
Williams, R.C. & Sons Columbia F & U 1921 Good credit  Dun 1921 
Williams, R.C. & Sons Columbia F & U 1929 Good credit  Dun 1929 
Williams, Silas Newberry  1931   Williams 2002 
Williams, T.C. Waycross  1931   Williams 2002 
Williams, Thomas A. (AA) Newberry Und 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Williams, Thomas A. (AA) Newberry  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Williams, W. R. Neeses F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Wilsds, W.J. Georgetown  1931   Williams 2002 
Wilson, W.I. Allendale Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Winstead & Burnham Mullins  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Winstead-Bennett Funeral 
Home Myrtle Beach  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Winstead's Furniture & 
Undertaking Co. Mullins F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Winsted Undertaking Co. Myrtle Beach Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Witherspoon Brothers & Co. Sumter F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Witherspoon Brothers & Co. Sumter Coffins 1912 
Excellent to good 
credit  Dun 1912 
Witherspoon Brothers & Co. Sumter Coffins 1913   The Casket 1913 
Witherspoon Brothers & Co. Sumter Coffins 1920 Discount 
aka Sumter Casket Mfg. 
Co. Lyon 1920 
Wolfe Funeral Home Fort Mill  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Wolfe, Robert Y. Fort Mill  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Wolfe, Todd & Morris Rock Hill  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Wood Brothers Varnville F & U 1898   Lyon 1898 
Wood Mortuary Greer FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Wood Mortuary Greer  1950  Richard H. Wood 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Wood, D. Baxter Pacolet Und 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Wood, John D. Greer F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Wood, John D. Greer Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 




Wood, M.A. & Co. Seneca F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Wood, M.A. & Co. Seneca Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Wood, M.A. & Co. Seneca  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Woodruff Funeral Home Woodruff  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Woodruff Funeral Home Woodruff  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Woods, Floyd (AA) Spartanburg  1931   Williams 2002 
Woodward, C.H. (AA) Spartanburg  1931   Williams 2002 
Woodward, J.W. (AA) Spartanburg  1916  began business Williams 2002 
Woodward, J.W. (AA) Spartanburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Wray & Co. Ridgeway  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Wright, Fannie York Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Wright, Mrs. Fannie C. (AA) York  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Wright, W.H. Charleston  1911  
received embalmer's 
license in 1911 Williams 2002 
York Funeral Home York  1950  est. 1881 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
York Furniture & Hardware 
Co. York F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
York Furniture Co. York F & U 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
York Furniture Co. York F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Young & Parks Fort Mill  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
































































































Firm Date(s) Credit Rating Notes Sources 
Buchanan & Richards Abbeville Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Harris & Calvert Abbeville Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Harris, W.A. Abbeville Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Harris, W.A. Abbeville FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Harris, W.A. Abbeville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Hearst, C.J. Abbeville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Horn, P.H. (AA) Abbeville Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
McDill & Lyon Abbeville F & U 1898 
Limited credit, 
fair pay  Lyon 1898 
Richey, L.A. (AA) Abbeville Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Richie, L.A. (AA) Abbeville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Sign, J.W. Abbeville Und 1898 Limited credit   Lyon 1898 
Adams, F.M. & Son 
Adamsburg (Union 
Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
George Funeral Home Aiken  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
George, D.M. Aiken Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
George, D.M. Aiken FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Google, John Aiken Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Holley Hardware Co. Aiken F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Jackson Undertaking Co. Aiken Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Jackson, Justine E. Aiken  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jackson, W.A. (AA) Aiken  1931   Williams 2002 
Miller, W.M. (AA) Aiken  1931   Williams 2002 
Miller, W.M. (AA) Aiken  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Powell Brothers Aiken F & U 1898 
Good credit, fair 
pay  Lyon 1898 
Powell Hardware Co. Aiken F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Staubses, W.J. Aiken Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Williams, P. McB. Aiken Und 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Best & Tobin Allendale Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Best Undertaking Est. Allendale Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Brown & Anderson (AA) Allendale Und 1920 
Recently 
commenced  Lyon 1920 
Calhoun, M.B. Allendale F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Calhoun, M.B. Allendale  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Calhoun, M.B. & Son Allendale Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Robinson-Calhoun Funeral 
Home Allendale  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Wilson, W.I. Allendale Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Bleckley & Heard Anderson Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Burney, John A. Anderson  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Davis, C. Lee Anderson  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Enterprise Furniture Co. Anderson F & U 1898 Undesirable  Lyon 1898 
Heard & Carter Anderson Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Jackson, Fred W. Anderson  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McDonald-Bleckley Co. Anderson  1924   The Sunnyside 1924 
McDougald-Bleckley Co. Anderson Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
McDougald-Bleckley Co. Anderson  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McDougald-Bleckley Co. Anderson  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
McDougald-Johnson Funeral 
Home Anderson FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McDougald-Johnson Funeral 
Home Anderson  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Peek & Biggs (AA) Anderson Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Peek, W.I. (AA) Anderson  1931   Williams 2002 
Peek, Willis I. (AA) Anderson  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peoples Furniture Co. Anderson  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 




Peoples New Furniture Co. Anderson F & U 1912   Dun 1912 
Price Funeral Home Anderson  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Tolly, George F. & Son Anderson F & U 1898 
Fair credit, 
prompt pay  Lyon 1898 
Tolly, George F. & Son Anderson F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Tolly, George F. & Son Anderson  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Tolly, George F. Furniture Co. Anderson  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Hefneman, J. Andrews F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Peoples Undertaking Co.   Andrews Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Planters Hardware Co. Andrews F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Rowell Bros. Hardware Store Andrews F & U 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Walker, R.H. 
Appleton (Barnwell 
Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Walker-Guess Co., Agents 
Appleton (Barnwell 
Co.) F & U 1920 Slow Est. R.R. Walker Lyon 1920 
Kirkland & Mason (AA) 
Baldoc (Barnwell 
Co.) Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Bamburg, G.F. Bamburg Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Cooner, J. & Sons Bamburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cooner, J. & Sons Bamburg  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Cooper, J. & Son Bamburg Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Hayes, E.C. Bamburg F & U 1898 
Good credit, fair 
pay  Lyon 1898 
Beck, F.B. (AA) Barnwell  1931   Williams 2002 
Beck, G.C. Barnwell  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hankinson, T. (AA) Barnwell  1931   Williams 2002 
Hogg, G.P. Barnwell Und 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Moore, W.W. Barnwell F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Peeples Funeral Service Barnwell FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peeples Funeral Service Barnwell  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Crowser, W.T.D. & Co. 
Basconville (Chester 
Co.) F & U 1898 
Limited credit, 
slow pay  Lyon 1898 
Attaway Funeral Home Batesburg  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Edwards, I & Co. Batesburg F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Fallow, W.H. Batesburg F & U 1920  New in business Lyon 1920 
Fallow, W.H. Batesburg Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Glover, J.C. Batesburg F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Keyes, W.A. Batesburg  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Parrish & Willis Batesburg F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Parrish & Willis Batesburg  1922  went out of business The Casket 1922 
Perry Brothers Batesburg F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Powell Brothers Bath F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Chisholm, N. & Son Beaufort  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Christensen, N. Beaufort Und 1898 Good credit   Lyon 1898 
Christensen, N. & Sons Beaufort F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Christiensen, A. & Son Beaufort  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Fisher, H.G. (AA) Beaufort  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Morrall Furniture Co. Beaufort F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Morrall Furniture Co. Beaufort F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Morrall Furniture Co. Beaufort  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Morrall, A.S. Beaufort Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Riley, J. Beaufort Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Riley, James Beaufort Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Cox Funeral Home Belton  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Cox Furniture Co. Belton F & U 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Cox Furniture Co. Belton F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cox, F.M. & Co. Belton F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Cox, J.T. Belton F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Barfield, R.T. Bennettsville F & U 1898 
Limited credit, 
fair pay  Lyon 1898 
Barfield, R.T. Bennettsville Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Howe, R.C. Bennettsville  1921   The Casket 1921 
McCall, Charles S. Bennettsville F & U 1898 High credit  Lyon 1898 
Morris, J. H. (AA) Bennettsville  1914  established Williams 2002 
Morris, Joseph H.W. (AA) Bennettsville  1931   Williams 2002 




Morris, Joseph H.W. (AA) Bennettsville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Powe, R.C. (AA) Bennettsville Und 1912 Limited  Dun 1912 
Powe, R.C. (AA) Bennettsville Und 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Powe, R.C. (Est.) (AA) Bennettsville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Stoney & Thomas Bennettsville Und 1912 Limited  Dun 1912 
Whitner Funeral Home Bennettsville FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Whitner Undertaking Co. Bennettsville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Whitner, B.F. Bennettsville  1911   The Casket 1911 
Whitner, B.F. Bennettsville Und 1912 Limited  Dun 1912 
Whitner, B.F. Bennettsville Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Whitner, B.F. Bennettsville  1922   The Casket 1922 
McGill Brothers Bethany (York Co.) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Clyburn & Davis Bethune F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Clyburn, J.M. Bethune  1921  
successor to Clyburn & 
Davis The Casket 1921 
Bishopville Furniture Co. Bishopville F & U 1920 Satisfactory New in business Lyon 1920 
Bishopville Hardware Co. Bishopville F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Hancock Funeral Home Bishopville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Lewis & Nelson Bishopville Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Lewis & Nelson Bishopville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Moore, W.V. Bishopville Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Parker, H.U. Bishopville Und 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Player & Hancock Bishopville FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Player Funiture Co. Bishopville F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Square Deal Furniture Co. 
(AA) Bishopville F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Thomas, J.C. (AA) Bishopville  1931   Williams 2002 
Washington, A.W. Bishopville  1931   Williams 2002 
Blacksburg Mercantile Co. Blacksburg F & U 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Jenkins & Smith Blacksburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
King's Funeral Home Blacksburg FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peoples Furniture Co. Blacksburg F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Pollack, A.H. Blacksburg F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Smith, C.P. Blacksburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Douglass, W.S. & Co. Blackstock Und 1898 Undesirable  Lyon 1898 
Holder, H.A. Blackstock Und 1912 Limited credit  Dun 1912 
Holder, H.A. Blackstock Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Baughman, L. J. Blacksville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Baughman, L. J. Blacksville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Hair, A.B. Blacksville F & U 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Myrick, J.R. Blacksville F & U 1920 Credit restricted New in business Lyon 1920 
Rush, C.C. Blackville Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Blair, Frazier Co. Blairs F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Blair, Frazier Co. Blairs  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Graves, J.S. & Co. Bluffton F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Jenkins Funeral Home (AA) Bluffton FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Bowman Hardware Co. Bowman F & U 1920 Satisfactory Troy Y. Easterlin, Prop Lyon 1920 
Green, Charles Branchville  1931   Williams 2002 
Ott Brothers Branchville Coffins 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Ott Funeral Home Branchville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Ott, Louie P. Branchville Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Ott, Louie P. Branchville FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Pearlstine, R. & Son Branchville F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Reeves, G.W. Branchville F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Reeves, G.W. Branchville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Shepard & Rowell 
Bryan (Williamsburg 
Co.) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Union Buffalo Mills Store Buffalo (Union Co.) F & U 1920 Discount also Union Lyon 1920 
Donaldson, T.J. Burton  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Tucker, B.H. Cahoun Falls F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Lawson, James E. Calhoun Falls  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Billings Brothers Camden F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Camden Casket Co. Camden coffins 1904  went out of business The Sunnyside 1922 
Camden Furniture Co. Camden F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Camden Furniture Co. Camden F & U 1938  Arthur Smith, Prop. American Funeral Director 1938 
Champion, W.C. (AA) Camden  1926   Williams 2002 
Collins Brothers (AA) Camden Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 




Collins, A.R. (AA) Camden  1921  
successor to Collins 
Brothers The Casket 1921 
Collins, A.R. (AA) Camden  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Evans Funeral Home Camden FD 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Evans, C.W. Camden Und 1920 COD 
Camden Undertaking 
Co. Lyon 1920 
Haile, R.H. (AA) Camden  1931   Williams 2002 
Haile, R.H. (AA) Camden  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Kornegay Funeral Home Camden FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Kornegay Funeral Home Camden  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
McCreight, B.R. Camden Und 1912 Limited  Dun 1912 
McCreight, B.R. Camden  1914  began business The Sunnyside 1914 
McCreight, E.O. Camden Und 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Bull, C.D. & Sons Cameron F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Johnson & Jenkins Cameron  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Johnson, P.S. (AA) Cameron  1931   Williams 2002 
Keith & Blythwood Cameron  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Kett, O.C. (AA) Cameron  1931   Williams 2002 
Caldwell Mercantile Co. Campobello F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Caldwell, J.M. & Sons Campobello F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Jackson, J.M. & Co. Campobello F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Petty, T.W. Campobello  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Norris Cotton Mills Co. 
Cateechee (Pickens 





& F 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Duckett Funeral Home Central FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Duckett Funeral Home Central  1950  est. 1905 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Gassaway, J.T. Central Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Morgan, F.B. Central F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Morgan, J.N. Central F & U 1920 Discount  Lyon 1920 
Morris Cotton Mills Co. Central F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Lindler, G.W. Chapin F & U 1898   Lyon 1898 
Lindler, G.W. Chapin Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Afro-American Burial Co. 
(AA) Charleston Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Anderson & Capers Funeral 
Home (AA) Charleston FD 1940    
Boags, N.C. (AA) Charleston F & U 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Boags, N.C. (AA) Charleston Und 
1901-
1929  
ceased being listed by 
1930 
Dun 1912, Charleston Co. Death 
Certificate Research 
Bolger Brothers Charleston F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Bolger, George W. Charleston  1904   The Casket 1904 
Bolger, George W. Charleston Und 
1901-
1904  
ceased being listed by 
1905 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Brennan Brothers Charleston Und 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Brennan Brothers Charleston Und 1907 
Fair to limited 
cred  Dun 1907 
Brennan Brothers Charleston Und 1912 
Fair to limited 
cred  Dun 1912 
Brennan Brothers Charleston Und 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Brennan Brothers Charleston Und 
1901-
1921  
ceased being listed by 
1922 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Brown, Jason Jr. (AA) Charleston Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Brown, Jason Jr. (AA) Charleston  1931   Williams 2002 
Brown, Jason Jr. (AA) Charleston Und 
1918-
1929  
ceased being listed by 
1930 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Carolina Funeral Home (AA) Charleston FD 1942   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Charleston Funeral Home 
(AA) Charleston FD 1938  M.N. Fleming American Funeral Director 1938 
Charleston Funeral Home 
(AA) Charleston FD 1942   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Connelley, J.M. Co. Charleston Und 1907 
Good to Fair 
credit  Dun 1907 
Connelley, J.M. Co. Charleston  1909   The Casket 1909 
Connelley, J.M. Co. Charleston Und 1912 
Good to Fair 
credit  Dun 1912 
Connelley, J.M. Co. Charleston FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Connelley, J.M. Co. Charleston  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 




Connelly, J.M. Charleston Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Connelly, J.M. Charleston Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Currey, E.O. (AA) Charleston Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Currey, E.O. (AA) Charleston Und 
1913-
1922  
ceased being listed by 
1925 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
English, C.M. (AA) Charleston Und 
1902-
1922  
successor to Livingston; 
ceased being listed by 
1925 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Fielding & Weston (AA) Charleston Und 1916   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Fielding Home for Funerals Charleston FD 
1932-
present   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Fielding, Julius P.L. (AA) Charleston Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Fielding, Julius P.L. (AA) Charleston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Fielding, Julius P.L. (AA) Charleston Und 
1921-
1938   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Fludd, E.B. (AA) Charleston Und 1925  
ceased being listed by 
1927 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Friendly Funeral Home (AA) Charleston FD 1938   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Gadsden, Eugene (AA) Charleston  1902  formed business Williams 2002 
Gadsden, Eugene (AA) Charleston Und 1912  
received embalmer's 
license in 1909 Dun 1912; Williams 2002 
Gadsden, Eugene (AA) Charleston Und 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Gadsden, Eugene (AA) Charleston Und 
1902-
1942  
ceased being listed by 
1950 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Gadsen Funeral Home (AA) Charleston  1938  Eugene Duncan American Funeral Director 1938 
Harleson Brothers (AA) Charleston Und 1902   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Harleston & Mickey (AA) Charleston Und 1907 Limited credit  Dun 1907 
Harleston & Mickey (AA) Charleston Und 
1904-
1922   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Harleston & Wilson (AA) Charleston Und 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Harleston, E.G. (AA) Charleston  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Harleston, E.G. (AA) Charleston Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Harleston, Edwin G. (AA) Charleston Und 1916-?  
listed as least as late as 
1950 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Harleston, J. Moultrie (AA) Charleston Und 1932   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Harleston, R.O. Charleston  1911  
received embalmer's 
license in 1911 Williams 2002 
Harleston's Funeral Home 
(AA) Charleston FD 
1932-
1942   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Harrison, Rev. John H. Charleston  1931   Williams 2002 
Hewyard, G.W. (AA) Charleston Und 
1925-
1938   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Heyward Funeral Home Charleston FD 
1932-
1950  
by 1950 listed as 
Heyward Mortuary 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Heyward, G.W. (AA) Charleston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Holmes & Grant (AA) Charleston Und 
1901-
1902  
ceased being listed by 
1903 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Holmes, R.F. (AA) Charleston Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Holmes, R.F. (AA) Charleston Und 
1904-
1923  
ceased being listed by 
1924 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Holmwa, W.A. (AA) Charleston Und 1926   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Jenkins Brothers (AA) Charleston Und 
1932-
1938   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Jenkins Funeral Home (AA) Charleston FD 
1940-
1942  
ceased being listed by 
1944 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Jenkins, A.H. (AA) Charleston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jenkins, A.H. (AA) Charleston Und 
1923-
1931   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Johnson's, P.S. Charleston FD 1950   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Livingston, J., Agent Charleston Und 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Livingston, Jacob Charleston Und 
1901-
1904  
ceased being listed by 
1906 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Magrath, C.M. Charleston Und 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 




Mazyck Funeral Home (AA) Charleston FD 
1930-
1950   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Mazyck, H.E. (AA) Charleston Und 
1923-
1929   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Mazyick, Harold E. (AA) Charleston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McAlister, John Charleston Und 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
McAlister, John Charleston Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
McAlister, John Charleston Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
McAlister, John Charleston FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McAlister, John Charleston  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
McAllister, D.J. Charleston  1909   The Casket 1909 
McAllister, John Charleston Und 
1901-
1950   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Metz & Davis Charleston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Metz & Davis Funeral Parlor 
(AA) Charleston FD 1938   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Metz & Davis Funeral 
Services (AA) Charleston FD 
1940-
1950   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Meyers & Smith (AA) Charleston FD 1932   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Mickey Brothers (AA) Charleston Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Mickey Brothers (AA) Charleston Und 
1918-
1923   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Mickey, E.H. (AA) Charleston Und 1898 Undesirable  Lyon 1898 
Mickey, Eddie C. (AA) Charleston Und 
1914-
1916  
received an embalmer's 
license in 1905 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research; Williams 2002 
Mickie Funeral Home (AA) Charleston FD 
1925-
1938  
ceased being listed by 
1940 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Mickie, E.H. (AA) Charleston Und 1901   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Midway Funeral Parlor (AA) Charleston FD 1940   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Moultrie & Parker (AA) Charleston FD 1938   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Moultrie Funeral Home (AA) Charleston FD 
1940-
1950   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Moultrie, J.B. (AA) Charleston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Moultrie, Jacob Benjamin 
(AA) Charleston Und 
1925-
1938   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
New Funeral Home Charleston  1939  W. Ravenel Williams 2002 
Parker, J.D. & Co. (AA) Charleston Und 1907   Dun 1907 
Parker, J.D. & Co. (AA) Charleston Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Parker, J.D. & Co. (AA) Charleston Und 
1902-
1922  
ceased being listed by 
1925 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Pawley, James (AA) Charleston Und 
1901-
1902  
ceased being listed by 
1903 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Priouleau, J.R. (AA) Charleston Und 1903  
ceased being listed by 
1904 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Purcell, J.A. Charleston F & U 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Purcell, J.A. (AA) Charleston Und 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Purcell, J.A. (AA) Charleston Und 
1901-
1902  
ceased being listed by 
1903 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Purcell, Joseph A. (AA) Charleston Und 1907   Dun 1907 
Purcell, Joseph A. (AA) Charleston Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Ravenel Funeral Home (AA) Charleston FD 
1940-
1944   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Ravenel, Wesley Funeral 
Home (AA) Charleston FD 1950   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Ravenel, Wesley Rev. Charleston FD 1942   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Rehkopf, Mrs. W.G. Charleston Und 1898 
Fair credit, fair 
pay  Lyon 1898 
Rehkopf, William G. Charleston Und -  see Vonder Leith, T.A.  
Robinson Brothers (AA) Charleston Und 
1927-
1938  
ceased being listed by 
1940 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Robinson Funeral Home Charleston FD 1938   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Robinson, G.W. (AA) Charleston Und 
1925-
1926  
ceased being listed by 
1929 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Robinson, J.A. & Son (AA) Charleston F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 




Robinson, J.A. & Son (AA) Charleston F & U 1907 Fair credit  Dun 1907 
Robinson, J.A. & Son (AA) Charleston Und 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
Robinson, J.A. & Son (AA) Charleston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Robinson, J.A. & Son (AA) Charleston Und 
1901-
1923  
ceased being listed by 
1925 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Sanders, Alophonso E. Charleston  1931   Williams 2002 
Scott, W.M. & Sons (AA) Charleston Und 1923   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Simmons, William (AA) Charleston Und 1916   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Smith Funeral Home (AA) Charleston FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Smith, W.M. Funeral Home 
(AA) Charleston FD 
1938-
1942   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Smith, William Funeral Home 
(AA) Charleston FD 
1940-
1950   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Snype Brothers (AA) Charleston Und 
1901-
1904  
ceased being listed by 
1903 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Snype, R.M. (AA) Charleston Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Snype, R.M. (AA) Charleston Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Snype, R.M. (AA) Charleston Und 
1906-
1923  
ceased being listed by 
1925 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Stuhr, J. Henry Charleston  1905   The Casket 1905 
Stuhr, J. Henry Charleston Und 1907 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1907 
Stuhr, J. Henry Charleston Und 1912 Good to fair  Dun 1912 
Stuhr, J. Henry Charleston F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Stuhr, J. Henry Charleston FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Stuhr, J. Henry Charleston  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Stuhr, J. Henry Charleston Und 
1901-
1950  
listed as Funeral Director 
by 1922 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Swinton & Danridge (AA) Charleston Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Swinton & Danridge (AA) Charleston Und 
1913-
1922   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Swinton, R.H. (AA) Charleston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Swinton, Robert H. (AA) Charleston  1931   Williams 2002 
Swinton, Robert H. (AA) Charleston Und 
1925-
1938  
ceased being listed by 
1940 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Vonder Leith, T.A. Charleston Und 
1901-
1906  
successor to William G. 
Rehkopf; ceased being 
listed by 1909 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Walker, J.L. Charleston Und 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Weston Brothers (AA) Charleston Und 
1913-
1914  
ceased being listed by 
1916 
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
White & Hutchinson (AA) Charleston FD 1932   
Charleston Co. Death Certificate 
Research 
Wright, W.H. Charleston  1911  
received embalmer's 
license in 1911 Williams 2002 
Boags, N.C. (AA) Charlston Und 1907   Dun 1907 
Cheraw Coffin & Casket Co. Cheraw coffins 1911  went out of business The Sunnyside 1922 
Marshall, C.L. & Son (AA) Cheraw  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Redfern Funeral Service Cheraw FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Redfern Funeral Service Cheraw  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Stubbs Funeral Home Cheraw  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Stubbs Furniture & 
Undertaking Co. Cheraw Und 1912 Limited credit  Dun 1912 
Stubbs Furniture & 
Undertaking Co. Cheraw F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Stubbs Furniture & 
Undertaking Co. Cheraw F & U 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Stubbs Furniture & 
Undertaking Co. Cheraw F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Stubbs, W.P. Cheraw F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Blackwell, Z. Furniture Co. Chesnee F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Blackwell, Z. Furniture Co. Chesnee F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Floyd, J.F. Mortuary Chesnee Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Ayers, H.E. (AA) Chester  1931   Williams 2002 
Barron Funeral Home Chester  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 




Barron, J.A. Chester Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Barron, J.A. Chester Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Barron, J.A. Chester FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Childs & Barron Chester  1908  went out of business The Casket 1908 
Childs & Edwards Chester Und 1898 
Fair credit, fair 
pay  Lyon 1898 
Denton, Charles Chester  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hickinbottom, Paul B. (AA) Chester  1931   Williams 2002 
Isom, E.N. (AA) Chester Und 1912 Limited credit  Dun 1912 
Isom, E.N. (AA) Chester Und 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Isom, Mrs. E.N. Chester  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Lowrance Brothers Chester F & U 1920 Slow New in business Lyon 1920 
Lowrance Funeral Home Chester FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Lowrance Funeral Home Chester  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Nail, W.R. Chester F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Spann, J.E. (AA) Chester  1924  destroyed by fire The Casket 1924 
Spann, J.E. (AA) Chester  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Stucker, R.W. Chester Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Pusser, Charles R. Funeral 
Home Chesterfield FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Redfearn, W.M. Chesterfield F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Redfern Fumeral Service Chesterfield FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Redfern Funeral Service Chesterfield  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Claussen Supply Co. 
Claussen (Florence 
Co.) F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Blakely & Tubble Clinton Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Davidson, G.H. Clinton Und 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Gray Funeral Home Clinton FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Gray Funeral Home Clinton  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Metz, William L. (AA) Clinton  1931   Williams 2002 
Tribble, D.E. & Co. Clinton  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Tribble, D.E. & Co. Clinton F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Tribble, D.E. & Co. Clinton Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Tribble, D.E. & Co. Clinton  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Calhoun, A.L., Jr. Clio F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Calhoun, A.L., Jr. Clio F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Sternburger, E. Clio F & U 1898 High credit  Lyon 1898 
Sternburger, E. Co. Clio F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Ford, M.L. Clover F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Ford, M.L. Clover F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Ford, M.L. & Sons Clover Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Ford, M.L. & Sons Clover FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Ford, M.L. & Sons Clover  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Jackson Funeral Home (AA) Clover FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Berry, M.H. Columbia F & U 1859   Columbia City Directory 1859 
Berry, M.H. Columbia Und 1875   Beasley & Emerson 1875 
Berry, M.H. Columbia Und 1895   Douglas 1895 
Berry, M.H. Columbia F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Biggs, E.W. (AA) Columbia  1912  
received emblamer's 
license in 1912 Williams 2002 
Capital City Casket Co. Columbia coffins 1941   Williams 2002 
Carolina Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929 Fair credit  Dun 1929 
Carter Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1921 Limited credit  Dun 1921 
Chapman & Pearson Funeral 
Home (AA) Columbia FD 1930   Hill Directory 1930 
Collicutt, D.F. Columbia Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Colored Undertakers Co. 
(AA) Columbia Und 1899   Walsh's Directory  1899 
Columbia Coffin & Casket 
Mfg. Co. Columbia coffins 1920   Lyon 1920 
Columbia Coffin & Casket 
Mfg. Co. Columbia coffins 1921 Fair credit  Dun 1921 
Columbia Funeral Home Columbia Und 1929   Dun 1929 
Columbia Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1921 Good credit  Dun 1921 
Columbia Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929   Dun 1929 
Columbia Undertaking Co. Columbia Und 1891   Columbia City Directory 1891 
Columbia Undertaking Co. Columbia  1914  D.F. Callcut, chartered The Sunnyside 1914 
Columbia Undertaking Co. Columbia  1918   The Casket 1918 
Columbia Undertaking Co. Columbia Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 




Congaree Casket Co. Columbia  1939   Williams 2002 
Connelley, G.H. Columbia Und 1903   Walsh's Directory  1903 
Cooper, D. (AA) Columbia Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Cooper, D. (AA) Columbia Und 1921   Dun 1921 
Cooper, David (AA) Columbia Und 1903   Walsh's Directory 1903 
Crawley & McGuire Columbia F & U 1929   Dun 1929 
Crawley, E.B. Columbia F & U 1921   Dun 1921 
Dennis, W.F. Columbia F & U 1929 Limited credit  Dun 1929 
Dickerson, L.W. & Co. Columbia F & U 1921 Good credit  Dun 1921 
Dickerson, L.W. & Co. Columbia F & U 1929 Fair credit  Dun 1929 
Dunbar Funeral Home Columbia FD 1929 Good credit  Dun 1929 
Dunbar Funeral Home Columbia FD 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Dunbar Funeral Home Columbia FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Dunbar Funeral Home Columbia  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Empire Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929 Fair credit  Dun 1929 
Fagon Brothers Columbia Und 1875  
ceased doing business 
between 1885 and 1888 Beasley & Emerson 1875 
Ferguson, C.A. (AA) Columbia Und 1915   Walsh's Directory 1915 
Fibercraft Chair Co. Columbia Coffins 1921 Good credit  Dun 1921 
Fibercraft Chair Co. Columbia Coffins 1929 High credit Br. of Frankfort, KY Dun 1929 
Funderburk & Funderburk Columbia F & U 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Funderburk & Funderburk Columbia Und 1903   Walsh's Directory  1903 
Funderburk, A.F. Columbia Und 1888   City Directory of Columbia 1888 
Gaston Milling & 
Manufacturing Co. Columbia coffins 1905  went out of business The Sunnyside 1922 
Gaston, J.T. Columbia Und 1899   Walsh's Directory  1899 
Gaten, A.C. (AA) Columbia  1914  
received embalmer's 
license in 1914 Williams 2002 
Gaton, Louis B. (AA) Columbia  1931   Williams 2002 
Golden Oak Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1921   Dun 1921 
Golden Oak Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929   Dun 1929 
Graham, J.M. & Son Columbia Coffins 1929 Good credit  Dun 1929 
Guinguard, Mrs. J.P. Columbia  1931   Williams 2002 
Hardy & Pinckney (AA) Columbia Und 1920 
Not 
recommended also Greenville Lyon 1920 
Hardy Pinckney & Biggs Co. 
(AA) Columbia Und 1912 Limited credit  Dun 1912 
Hardy Pinckney & Biggs Co. 
(AA) Columbia  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Hardy, A.P. & Co. Columbia Und 1924   Walsh's Directory 1925 
Hardy, Alonzo P. (AA) Columbia  1910  
received embalmer's 
license in 1910 Williams 2002 
Hardy-Pincknbey 
Undertaking Co. (AA) Columbia Und 1921 Limited credit  Dun 1921 
Haverty Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929 Good credit  Dun 1929 
Haverty-Rustin Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1921 Good credit  Dun 1921 
Holley & Sons (AA) Columbia  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Johnson Bradley & Morris 
(AA) Columbia Und 1921  
first appears in the 1920 
Columbia City Directory Dun 1921 
Johnson Bradley & Morris 
(AA) Columbia Und 1929   Dun 1929 
Johnson Bradley & Morris 
(AA) Columbia  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Johnson, Bradley & Morris Columbia Und 1926  formed in 1915 Williams 2002 
Johnson-Bradley Funeral 
Home (AA) Columbia FD 1930   Hill Directory 1930 
Johnson-Bradley-Morris Co. Columbia Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Jones-Swygert Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1921 Fair credit  Dun 1921 
Kimbrell Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1921 Good credit  Dun 1921 
Kimbrell Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929 High credit 
Br. of National 
Manufacturers & Stores, 
Inc., Atlanta Dun 1929 
Leevey's Funeral Home (AA) Columbia FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Leevy's Standard Furniture 
Co. Columbia F & U 1929 Limited credit  Dun 1929 
Lopez, J.F. (AA) Columbia Und 1903   Walsh's Directory 1903 
Manigault & Williams  Columbia FD 1929   Dun 1929 
Manigault Funeral Home 
(AA) Columbia FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Manigault, Guten & Williams 
(AA) Columbia Und 1925   Walsh's Directory 1925 
Manigault, Mrs. Anna Columbia  1931   Williams 2002 




Maxwell Brothers & Quinn Columbia F & U 1929 High credit Br. of Greenville Dun 1929 
McCormick and Pletscher Columbia Und 1903   Walsh's Directory 1903 
McCormick Funeral Home Columbia  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
McCormick, J.W. Columbia Und 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
McCormick, J.W. Columbia Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
McCormick, J.W. Columbia Und 1921 High credit  Dun 1921 
McCormick, J.W. Columbia Und 1929 High credit  Dun 1929 
McCormick, J.W. Columbia FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McMahon & Lopez (AA) Columbia Und 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
McMahon, C.C. & Co. (AA) Columbia Und 1895   Douglas 1895 
Nash, W.M. & Co. (AA) Columbia Und 1915   Walsh's Directory 1915 
Palmetto Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929 Fair credit  Dun 1929 
Pearson's Funeral Home (AA) Columbia FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
People's Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1921 Fair credit  Dun 1921 
People's Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929 Limited credit  Dun 1929 
Pinckney Funeral Home (AA) Columbia FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Pinckney, T.H. (AA) Columbia Und 1925   Walsh's Directory 1925 
Pinckney, Thomas H. (AA) Columbia Und 1929 Good credit  Dun 1929 
Rhodes & VanMetre Columbia Und 1888   City Directory of Columbia 1888 
Rhodes & VanMetre Columbia Und 1895   Douglas 1895 
Roberts, P.O. Co. Columbia F & U 1921   Dun 1921 
Robinet Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929 Fair credit  Dun 1929 
Robinson, J.H. (AA) Columbia  1931   Williams 2002 
Simmons Furniture Co. Columbia F & U 1929 Good credit  Dun 1929 
Southern Factories & Stores, 
Inc. Columbia F & U 1929 High credit Br. of Richmond, VA Dun 1929 
Sowell, W.H. Columbia F & U 1921 Fair credit  Dun 1921 
Talbert Funeral Home Columbia FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Talbert Funeral Home Columbia  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Taylor, H.A. Co. Columbia F & U 1921 Good credit  Dun 1921 
Thompson Funeral Home Columbia  1950  J.R. Thompson 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Van Metre, J.M. Columbia F & U 1898 
Good credit, 
prompt pay  Lyon 1898 
Van Metre, J.M. Columbia F & U 1912 Good credit  Dun 1912 
Van Metre, J.M. Columbia F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Van Metre, J.M. Columbia F & U 1921 High credit  Dun 1921 
Van Metre, J.M. Columbia  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Variety Furniture St. Columbia F & U 1929 Limited credit  Dun 1929 
Wallace, C.J. Columbia F & U 1921   Dun 1921 
Weinsel, H. Columbia Coffins 1921 Limited credit  Dun 1921 
Weinsel, H. Columbia Coffins 1929 Fair credit  Dun 1929 
Williams Funeral Home (AA) Columbia FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Williams, R.C. & Sons Columbia F & U 1921 Good credit  Dun 1921 
Williams, R.C. & Sons Columbia F & U 1929 Good credit  Dun 1929 
Holley Brothers Congaree 
Coffins 
& F 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Britt, W.R. Conway Coffins 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Conway Hardware Co. Conway F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Goldfinch Funeral Home Conway  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Kingston Furniture Co. Conway F & U 1920 Prompt New in business Lyon 1920 
Kingston Furniture Co. Conway F & U 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Kingston Furniture Co. Conway F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Latimore, G. Funeral Home Conway FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Lewis, W.R. (est.) Conway F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Thompson, G.R. Funeral 
Home Conway FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Barnes, Oscar Cope Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Barns, Oscar (AA) Cope  1931   Williams 2002 
Ritter, E.E. Cope F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Waite, W.F. Cope  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Lynch, J.C. & Son Coward F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Moore & Moore Cowpens F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Webster, J.L. Cowpens F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Gooding, P.H. 
Crocketville 
(Hampton Co.) F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Poole, Bailey & Bobo Cross Anchor Und 1912 Good credit  Dun 1912 
Poole, Bobo & Bailey Cross Anchor Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Austin, R.A. Cross Hill Und 1898   Lyon 1898 




Austin, R.A. Cross Hill Und 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
Austin, R.A. Cross Hill F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
McGowan & Griffin Cross Hill  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Keyserling Funiture & 
Undertaking Co. Dale (Beaufort Co.) F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Casley & Jordon Darlington Und 1928   Dun 1928 
Casley Mortuary (AA) Darlington Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Chestnut, C.R. Darlington Und 1928   Dun 1928 
Gandy Funeral Home (AA) Darlington FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Harrell, N.L. Darlington Und 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Jefferes, Mrs. T.C., Jr. Darlington F & U 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Keith, Theodore Darlington Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Kistler Funeral Home Darlington  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Kistler, J.H. Darlington  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Mims, H.W. & Co. Darlington F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Pennington Furniture Co. Darlington F & U 1920 Exceedingly slow  Lyon 1920 
Pennington Furniture Co. Darlington  1922  went out of business The Casket 1922 
Hightower, G.W. Denmark F & U 1898   Lyon 1898 
Hightower, G.W. Denmark Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Hightower, W.H. Denmark  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hightower's Funeral Service Denmark  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Lebby, Clarence V. Funeral 
Home (AA) Denmark  1927  began business Williams 2002 
Lebby, Clarence V. Funeral 
Home (AA) Denmark FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Garrison, J. Reid 
Denver (Anderson 
Co.) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Bethea Funeral Home Dillon  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Bethea, Garfield (AA) Dillon  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Bethea-Henagan Funeral 
Home Dillon  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Dillon, J.W. & Co. Dillon F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Mutual Funeral Home (AA) Dillon FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Palmetto Hardware Co. Dillon F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Palmetto Hardware Co. Dillon F & U 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Reeves, L.W. (AA) Dillon Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Johnson, J.T. Donalds Und 1912 Limited  Dun 1912 
Johnson, J.T. Donalds Und 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Johnson, J.T. Donalds  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Rowland & McGee Donalds Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Brooks, J.H. Due West Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Kennedy, A.S. Due West Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Norton, L.C. Dunbar  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Moore, O.M. Duncan F & U 1920 Discount  Lyon 1920 
Moore & Hughes Duncans F & U 1898 
Fair credit, fair 
pay  Lyon 1898 
Hagood, W.M. & Co. Easley F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Hamilton, E.L. & G.B. Easley F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Latham, J.T. Easley F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Robinson & Thornton Easley F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Robinson, W.W. Easley Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Robinson, W.W. Easley FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Robinson, W.W. Easley  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Auld, Mrs. T.H. Eastover F & U 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Holly Brothers & Goodwin 
(AA) Eastover  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hunt & Thompson Eastover F & U 1920 Slow New in business Lyon 1920 
Edgefield Mercantile Co. Edgefield F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Edgefield Mercantile Co. Edgefield F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Edgefield Mercantile Co. Edgefield  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Hollingsworth Funeral Parlor Edgefield  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Hollingsworth, J.H. Edgefield  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jones, B.B. Edgefield F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Jones, B.B. Edgefield Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Jones, B.B. Edgefield  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Ramsey & Jones Edgefield F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 




Monetta Mill Store Edgemoor F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Monetta Mill Store 
Edgmoor (Chester 
Co.) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Effingham Supply Co. Effingham F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Purvis, C.E. Effingham 
Coffins 
& F 1920   Lyon 1920 
Kinard, M.A. Ehrhardt F & U 1920  New in business Lyon 1920 
Cassells, W.B. Ellenton F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Cassells, W.B. Ellenton Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Cassells, W.B. Ellenton FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cassels Funeral Home Ellenton  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Jones, W.H. Ellenton F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Fogle, W.B. Elloree  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Fogle-Hungerpiller Elloree  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Hungerpiller & Fogal Elloree U & F 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
Hungerpiller & Fogal Elloree F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Williams & Green Elloree  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Tucker, James R. Ellorree Coffins 1898   Lyon 1898 
Enoree Manufacturing Co. Enoree 
Coffins 
& F 1898 High credit  Lyon 1898 
Fleming & Whitmire Enoree  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Fleming & Whitmire Enoree  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Patton, Claude Enoree F & U 1912 Limited  Dun 1912 
Patton, Claude Enoree F & U 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Baker Furniture Co. Estill F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Estill Undertaking Co. Estill Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Way, L.J. Eutawville 
Coffins 
& F 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Marell, L.B. Fair Play F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Marett, L.B. Fair Play  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Speaks, R.R. Fairfax F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Young, F.M. Co. Fairfax F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
McMillan, C.C. Fingerville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Fingerville Manufacturing Co. 
Fingerville 
(Spartanburg Co.) F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Brown & Gates Florence Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Brown Funeral Home (AA) Florence FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cameron, A.J. Mortuary Florence Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Casaac & Wiggins Florence  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cox, J.J. Florence Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Eady & Miller (AA) Florence  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Gary & Hill (AA) Florence  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Gates, J.J. Co. (AA) Florence Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Heap, W.D. Florence F & U 1885   letter 
Helping Aid Society (AA) Florence  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Miller & Washington (AA) Florence Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Mother's Memorial Mortuary 
(AA) Florence Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Oulla Funeral Home Florence  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Oulla's Inc. Florence FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Perrin, Ronald W. Florence  1931   Williams 2002 
Vaughan, S. Furniture Co. Florence F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory New in business Lyon 1920 
Waters Funeral Home Florence  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Waters, W.M. Florence F & U 1898 
Limited credit, 
fair pay  Lyon 1898 
Waters, W.M. Florence  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Waters, W.M. Florence F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Waters, W.M. Florence Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Waters, W.M. Florence FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cousar, J.G. Fort Lawn F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Cousar, J.G. Fort Lawn  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cousar, R.E. Fort Lawn Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Gooch, R.L. & Brothers Fort Lawn F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Jordan, D.M. & Brothers Fort Lawn F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Faulkner, T.D. Fort Mill Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Faulkner, T.D. & Co. Fort Mill Und 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
Faulkner, T.D. & Co. Fort Mill Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 




Wolfe Funeral Home Fort Mill  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Wolfe, Robert Y. Fort Mill  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Young & Parks Fort Mill  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cannon & Son Fountain Inn Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Cannon Funeral Home Fountain Inn  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Cannon Mortuary Fountain Inn FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cannon, J.A. Fountain Inn F & U 1898 
Fair credit, slow 
pay  Lyon 1898 
Cannon, J.A. Fountain Inn Und 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
Cannon, J.A. & Son Fountain Inn Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Chisholm, Joe Frogmore F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Chisholm, Joe (AA) Frogmore  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
MacDonald, Wilkins & Co. Frogmore F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Reynolds, A.C. Frogmore Und 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Sherman Undertaking Co. Frogmore Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Causey, J.F., Jr. 
Furman (Hampton 
Co.) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Holley, W.S. (AA) Gadsden  1931   Williams 2002 
Carroll, Carpenter & 
Humphries Gaffney F & U 1898 High credit  Lyon 1898 
Foster, Rufus (AA) Gaffney  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Foster, Rufus Herbert (AA) Gaffney  1920  began business Williams 2002 
Gaffney Funeral Home Gaffney FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Gaffney Furniture Co. Gaffney F & U 1920 Satisfactory New in business Lyon 1920 
Hawkins, O.H. Gaffney  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jefferies, H.L. Gaffney  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Montgomery & Gaines Gaffney F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Shuford & LeMaster Gaffney F & U 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
Shuford & LeMaster Gaffney  1917  began business The Casket 1917 
Shuford & LeMaster Gaffney F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Shuford-Hatcher Co. Gaffney Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Shuford-Hatcher Co. Gaffney FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Shuford-Hatcher Co. Gaffney  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Richardson & Chisholm 
Garnett (Hampton 
Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Allson, A.A. (AA) Georgetown  1926   Williams 2002 
Alston, A.A. (AA) Georgetown  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Brockington, J.B. (AA) Georgetown Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Dunmore Undertaking Co. Georgetown Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Farrelley, A.M. Georgetown Und 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Farrelley, A.M. Georgetown Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Hazzard, Allen P. Georgetown Und 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Hazzard, B.I. Georgetown Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Manigault Funeral Home 
(AA) Georgetown FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Mayer Funeral Home Georgetown FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Mayer Funeral Home Georgetown  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Prioleau, D.T. & Sons Georgetown  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Smalls, James & Sons Georgetown Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Wilds, W.J. & Sons (AA) Georgetown  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Wilsds, W.J. Georgetown  1931   Williams 2002 
Sease, T.S. Gilbert F & U 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Wall, D.H. Grahamville F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
May & Corley Graniteville F & U 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
Posey, J. M & Sons Graniteville F & U 1912 Good credit  Dun 1912 
Posey, John M. Graniteville F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Posey, John M. Graniteville F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Posey, John M. & Son Graniteville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Posey, John M. & Son Graniteville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Cannon & Son Graycourt  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Catawba Mercantile Co. Great Falls F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Catawba Mercantile Co. Great Falls  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Chisolm Funeral Home Great Falls FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McFadden Mercantile Co. Great Falls F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 




Republic Cotton Mills Store Great Falls F & U 1920 Discount  Lyon 1920 
Boyle Hardware Co. Greeleyville F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Keels Co., The Greeleyville F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Keels Co., The Greeleyville Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Keels Co., The Greeleyville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Taylor, S.V. Greeleyville F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Williams & Son Greeleyville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Biggs, E.W. (AA) Greenville Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Biggs-Stewart (AA) Greenville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Franks & Sons Mortuary (AA) Greenville Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Glenn, J.L. Mortuary (AA) Greenville Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Greenville Undertaking Co. Greenville Und 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
Jones, R.D. & Sons Greenville FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jones, R.D. & Sons Greenville  1950  est. 1911 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Jones-McAfee Co. Greenville  1923   The Sunnyside 1923 
Jones-McAfee Co. Greenville Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Mackey, James F. Greenville Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Mackey, James F. & Son Greenville Und 1912 
Excellent to good 
credit  Dun 1912 
Mackey, James F. & Son Greenville Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Mackey, James F. & Sons Greenville Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Mackey, James F. & Sons Greenville FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Mackey, James F. & Sons Greenville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Mayes, James W. (AA) Greenville  1931   Williams 2002 
McAfee, Thomas Greenville FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McAffee, Thomas Funeral 
Home Greenville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Ramseur-McAfee Co. Greenville Und 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Ramseur-McAffee Greenville  1921   The Casket 1921 
Reeden-Newton Furniture Co. Greenville  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Turner, J.C.C. Greenville Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Walker & Martin (AA) Greenville FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Walker, C.C. (AA) Greenville  1931   Williams 2002 
Aiken Brothers Greenwood Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Andrews, J.S. Greenwood  1918    
Andrews, J.S. Greenwood  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Blythe, W.V. Greenwood Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Blythe, W.V. Greenwood Und 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
Blythe, W.V. Greenwood Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Blythe, W.V. Greenwood  1922   The Casket 1922 
Blythe's Service Greenwood FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Blythe's Service Greenwood  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Ellis Funeral Home Greenwood FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Ellis, Howard B., Inc. Greenwood Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Ellis, Howard B., Inc. Greenwood Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Greenwood Undertaking Co. Greenwood Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Harley Funeral Home Greenwood  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Percival, J.T. (AA) Greenwood Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Percival, J.T. (AA) Greenwood  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Robinson Funeral Home Greenwood FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Smith's Funeral Chapel Greer  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Wood Mortuary Greer FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Wood Mortuary Greer  1950  Richard H. Wood 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Wood, John D. Greer F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Wood, John D. Greer Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Davenport, D.D. Greer Depot F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Spell, Paul F. 
Grover (Dorchester 
Co.) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Saunders, A.H. Hagood 
Coffins 
& F 1920 Exceedingly slow  Lyon 1920 
Hampton Undertaking Co. Hampton Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Peeples Funeral Service Hampton FD 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Peeples Funeral Service Hampton FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peeples Funeral Service Hampton  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Hutson, D.C. Hardeeville F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Ulman, S. Hardeeville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 




Silcox Mercantile Co. Harleyville F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Utsey, A. Harleyville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Brown, H.D. Funeral Home Hartsville FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Brown, L.L. Hartsville Und 1928   Dun 1928 
Brown-Pennington Hartsville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Byrd, M.D. Hartsville F & U 1920 Satisfactory New in business Lyon 1920 
Byrd, M.D. & Co. Hartsville  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Davis, J.W. Hartsville F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Henegan, Mrs. Sarah Powe Hartsville  1931   Williams 2002 
Lighty & Son (AA) Hartsville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Murray, G.W. (AA) Hartsville Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Pennington, C.M. Hartsville Und 1920 Exceedingly slow  Lyon 1920 
Pennington, C.M. Hartsville Und 1928   Dun 1928 
Pennington, C.M. Hartsville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peoples Undertaking Co. Hartsville Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Pinckney, Mrs. Estelle Hartsville  1931   Williams 2002 
Sanders & Kelly Hartsville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Warley, Eddie H. (AA) Hartsville  1931   Williams 2002 
Springs & Heath Heath Springs F & U 1898 High credit  Lyon 1898 
Springs Banking & Mercantile 
Co. Heath Springs F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Springs Banking & Mercantile 
Co. Heath Springs F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Stover, W.T. & Co. Heath Springs F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Williams, J.A. & Co. Heath Springs  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Huggins, F.E. Hemingway F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Huggins, F.E. Hemingway  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Morris Funeral Home Hemmingway  1950   




Co.) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
McDill, J.N. Hickory (York Co.) Und 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Wilkerson Furniture Co. 
Hickory Grove (York 
Co.) F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Nickles, G.M. Hodges  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Bennett Brothers Holly Hill F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Bennett, B.R. Holly Hill FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Sauls-Rhame Funeral Home Holly Hill  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Cox Funeral Service Honea Path FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cox, W.B. & Co. Honea Path  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Shirley, W.A. Honea Path F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Shirley, W.A. Honea Path F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Tolly & Pruitt Funeral Home Honea Path  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Finklea, C.C. Co. Hyman F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Seawright, H.W. Inman FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Seawright, H.W. Inmann  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Lorick Co. Irmo  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Butler, C.W. Jacksonboro F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Reynolds, E.O. & Brothers Jacksonboro F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
McLaughlin, J.N. Jefferson 
Coffins 
& F 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Nicholson, L.L. Funeral Home Jefferson FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Blue Cross Undertaking Co. Johns Island Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Blue Cross Undertaking 
House Johns Island Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Dayson Undertaking House Johns Island Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Dayson Undertaking House Johns Island Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Gadsden, Wesley (AA) Johns Island Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Simmons, J.C. & Co. Johns Island Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Amos, Mimnaugh (AA) Johnson  1938  
began business as Amos 
& Sons Funeral Home Williams 2002 
King Hardware Co. Johnsonville F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Cobb, G.P. Johnston F & U 1898   Lyon 1898 
Edwards, V.E. & Brothers Johnston F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Edwards, V.E. & Brothers Johnston Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Edwards, V.E. & Brothers Johnston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Edwards, V.E. & Brothers Johnston  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 




Lott-Walker Co. Johnston F & U 1920 Slow New in business Lyon 1920 
Oshields & Whitlock 
Jonesville (Union 
Co.) Und 1898 Undesirable  Lyon 1898 
Peoples Furniture & 
Undertaking Co. 
Jonesville (Union 
Co.) F & U 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Peoples Furniture & 
Undertaking Co. 
Jonesville (Union 
Co.) F & U 1938  G.L. Warr American Funeral Director 1938 
Gibbons, D.M. Kershaw  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Kershaw Mercantile & 
Banking Co. Kershaw F & U 1920 Discount  Lyon 1920 
Stevens & Spring Kershaw  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Wetherspoon, J.B. & Sons Kershaw F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
King, J.W. Kingsburg (Florence) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Salem Supply Co. Kingsburg (Florence) F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Burgess Furniture Co. Kingstree F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Burgess, C.C. Kingstree  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Burgess, L.H. Kingstree Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Chandler Undertaking Co. 
(AA) Kingstree Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cooper Brothers Kingstree F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Kingstree Hardware Co. Kingstree F & U 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Rogers, W.P. (AA) Kingstree  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Stackley, L.J. Kingstree Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Sullivan, J.T. Kingstree Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Askins, S.M. Lake City F & U 1898   Lyon 1898 
DuBose Furniture Co. Lake City F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory New in business Lyon 1920 
Epps & Epps Lake City F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Epps, H. Van Lake City Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Epps, H.V. Lake City  1918    
Epps, H.V. Lake City FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jones, B.W. Lake City F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Van Epps, H. Lake City  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Hayes Brothers Lake View  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peoples Hardware Co. Lake View F & U 1938  H.H. Bailey American Funeral Director 1938 
Stephens & Prevatte Lakeview  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Lamar Furniture & Music Co. Lamar F & U 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Peoples Funeral Home Lamar FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cauthen Funeral Home Lancaster  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Fitzpatrick, T.M. & Brothers Lancaster F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Funderburke & Riley Lancaster  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Heath, Springs & Co. Lancaster F & U 1898 High credit  Lyon 1898 
Holland Funeral Home Lancaster  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Holland Parr Funeral Home Lancaster FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hough, B.C. & Co. Lancaster F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Lancaster Mercantile Co. Lancaster F & U 1920 Prompt also Lamar Lyon 1920 
Mackey, James F. & Son Lancaster F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
McMullen, James H. (AA) Lancaster  1931   Williams 2002 
McMullen, James H. (AA) Lancaster  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Parr Funeral Home Lancaster FD 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Payseur, L.C. Lancaster F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Peoples Undertaking Co. 
(AA) Lancaster Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Reeves Funeral Home Lancaster FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Manetta Mills Store Lando (Chester Co.) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Robinson, J.M. & Brothers Lando (Chester Co.) F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Carpenter, J.S. Landrum F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Petty, T.W. Landrum FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Petty, T.W. Landrum  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Baker, J.F., Agt. Langley F & U 1898   Lyon 1898 
Baker, J.T. Langley F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Baker, J.T. Langley F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Chafee, Merchant & Co. Langley F & U 1912 Limited credit  Dun 1912 
Chaffee, J.B. Langley  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Morris, J.E. & J.F. Langley F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Posey, John M. & Son Langley  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 




Allen Hardware & Furniture 
Co. Latta  1914  sold at auction The Sunnyside 1914 
Bethea Funeral Home Latta  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Latta Hardware Co. Latta F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
McMellan, F.M. Jr. Latta  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Monroe & Co. Latta F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Johnson, Coy Co. 
Lauay (Hampton 
Co.) F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Duckett, Charles H. (AA) Laurens  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Kennedy Brothers Laurens F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Kennedy Mortuary Laurens  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Kennedy, C.E. & Son Laurens F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Kennedy, C.E. & Son Laurens Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Kennedy, C.E. & Son Laurens  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Seawright Mortuary Laurens  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Barr, C.D. Leesville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Barr's Funeral Home Leesville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Bodie, B.N. Leesville F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Imperial Casket Co. Leesville coffins 1941   Williams 2002 
Leesville Coffin & Casket Co. Leesville coffins 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
Leesville Manufacturing Co. Leesville coffins 1913   The Casket 1913 
Hendrix, Scott Lexington F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Hendrix, Scott Lexington F & U 1912 Good credit  Dun 1912 
Sale Funeral Home Lexington  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Steele, J.E. Lexington F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Taylor Funeral Home Lexington FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Chapman & Callahan Liberty F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Abbott Furniture Co. Liberty (Pickens Co.) F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Gantt Funeral Home Liberty (Pickens Co.) FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Gantt Funeral Home  Liberty (Pickens Co.)  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Gantt Furniture Co. Liberty (Pickens Co.) F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Miller, B.H. Little Mountain Und 1912 Limited credit  Dun 1912 
Lockhart Mills Lockhart F & U 1920 Discount  Lyon 1920 
Fox, W.M. Lodge F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Fox, W.M. Lodge  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hardwick, J.W. Loris  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Peoples Hardware Co. Loris F & U 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Peoples Hardware Co. Loris F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Bowen, C.L. 
Lowndesville 
(Abbeville)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Latimer, E.F. 
Lowndesville 
(Abbeville) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Lowell, S.N. & Co. 
Lucknow (Kershaw 
Co.) F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Peoples Undertaking Co. Lychburg Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Griffin, T.N. (est.) Lynchburg F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
McLeod, W.J. Lynchburg F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Chandler, W.C. Manning F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Josey Funeral Home Manning FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Manning Furniture Co. Manning F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Peoples Undertaking Co. 
(AA) Manning Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
White, A.J. Manning Und 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
White, A.J. Manning Und 1918    
White, A.J. Manning Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Williams, O.C. Marietta  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Gasque, E.H. Marion Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Jackson, H.L. (AA) Marion  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Marion Funeral Home Marion FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McKerall, G.G. Marion F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
McKerall, G.G. Marion  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Pace, C.L. & Co. Marion F & U 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Pace, C.L. & Co. Marion  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Smith Brothers Marion  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 




Smith, N.P. Marion Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Finklea-Ivey Co. Mars Bluff F & U 1920  New in business Lyon 1920 
Mars Bluff Mercantile Co, Mars Bluff F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jenkins, B.J. (AA) 
Martins Point 
(Charleston Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Dean, W.H. Mayesville F & U 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Strauss, A.A. Mayesville F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
May-Louis Mills 
Mayo (Spartanburg 
Co.) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Graham, John H. McClellanville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Gibson, T.B. McColl F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Hubbard, W.H. McColl F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Rogers, J.S. McColl  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Baughman, H. McCormick F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
McCain, G.P. McCormick F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
McCain, G.P. McCormick F & U 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
McCain, G.P. McCormick F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
McCain, G.P. McCormick  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Stom, J.S. McCormick F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Strom, A.J. McCormick Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Strom, J.S. McCormick  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Strom, J.S. McCormick  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Stuckey, M. D. B. & Co. McCormick F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Talbert, J.C. McCormick F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Dunbar, C.B. & C.W. 
Millettville (Barnwell 
Co.) F & U 1920  New in business Lyon 1920 
Snellings Brothers 
Millettville (Barnwell 
Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Barron, Ben Moncks Corner  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Law & Mims Mercantile Co. Moncks Corner  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Stevens, A.H. Monetta 
Coffins 
& F 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Keel, James S. Montmorenci F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Morrisville Mercantile Co. 
Morrisville 
(Williamsburg Co.) F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Morrisville Mercantile Co. 
Morrisville 
(Williamsburg Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hester, L.L. 
Mount Carmel 
(McCormick Co.) Und 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
McAllister, D.J. 
Mount Carmel 
(McCormick Co.) F & U 1920  New in business Lyon 1920 
Brown, R.H. Mount Pleasant Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Johnson, Peter Jr. Mount Pleasant  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Patjen, J.H. & Son Mount Pleasant F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Patjen, J.H. & Son Mount Pleasant  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Powell, J.B. (AA) Mount Pleasant  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Powell, John B. (AA) Mount Pleasant  1931   Williams 2002 
Rivers, N.T. Mt. Cogan  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Burnham, E.A. Mullins F & U 1920 Prompt New in business Lyon 1920 
Burnham, E.A. Mullins Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Cox & Gerdon Mullins  1927   The Casket & Sunnyside 1927 
Cox & Gordon Mullins FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Cox Co., The Mullins F & U 1920 Exceedingly slow  Lyon 1920 
Cox Funeral Home Mullins  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Foxworth, W.L. (AA) Mullins Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Foxworth, W.L. (AA) Mullins  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Meares Funeral Home Mullins  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Pee Dee Hardware & 
Furniture Co. Mullins F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Pee Dee Hardware & 
Furniture Co. Mullins F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Winstead & Burnham Mullins  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Winstead's Furniture & 
Undertaking Co. Mullins F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Winstead-Bennett Funeral 
Home Myrtle Beach  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Winsted Undertaking Co. Myrtle Beach Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Chaplin Brothers Neeses  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Williams, W. R. Neeses F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 






(Lexington Co.) F & U 1912   Dun 1912 
Thompson Funeral Home 
New Brookland 
(Lexington Co.) FD 1930   Hill Directory 1930 
Thompson Funeral Home 
New Brookland 
(Lexington Co.) FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Abrams, M.E. Newberry Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Baxter, P.F. & Son Newberry Und 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
Baxter, P.F. & Son Newberry Und 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Carolina Manufacturing Co. Newberry coffins 1898 
Recently 
commenced  Lyon 1898 
Carolina Manufacturing Co. Newberry coffins 1921  went out of business The Sunnyside 1922 
Champion Speciality Co. Newberry 
Und 
Supplies 
& F 1920   Lyon 1920 
Leavell & Spears Newberry F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Leavell Funeral Home Newberry FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Leavell Funeral Home Newberry  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Leavell, R.Y. & Son Newberry Und 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
Leavell, R.Y. & Son Newberry Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Leavell, R.Y. & Son Newberry Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
McSwain Funeral Home Newberry FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McSwain Funeral Home Newberry  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Patterson, P.E. (AA) Newberry  1931   Williams 2002 
Williams, G.C. (AA) Newberry  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Williams, R.C. Newberry F & U 1898 
Limited credit, 
slow pay  Lyon 1898 
Williams, Silas Newberry  1931   Williams 2002 
Williams, Thomas A. (AA) Newberry Und 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Williams, Thomas A. (AA) Newberry  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hinson & Battle Nichols  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hinson & Ward Nichols F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Hinson-Battle Nichols  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Kinard, H.J., Agent Ninety-Six F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Matthews, J.O. Ninety-Six Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Crumel & Blythewood (AA) North Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Crumel, Thomas (AA) North  1931   Williams 2002 
Crummel, W.B. North  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Culler, W.C. North F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Culler, W.C. & Son North  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Tucker, J.R. North Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Floyd Drug Co. Olanta Supplies 1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Floyd, J. Kelly Olanta  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Riser, C.F. Olar F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Ballard & Seawright Orangeburg Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Blythewood & Ballard Orangeburg Und 1912 Limited credit  Dun 1912 
Blythewood, A.E. (AA) Orangeburg Und 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Blythewood, A.E. (AA) Orangeburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Blythewood, Thaddeus K. 
(AA) Orangeburg  1931   Williams 2002 
Dozier, James (AA) Orangeburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Dukes Undertaking Co. Orangeburg Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Dukes, W.H. Orangeburg Und 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Dukes, W.H. Orangeburg Und 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Dukes-Harley Funeral Home Orangeburg FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Dukes-Harley Funeral Home Orangeburg  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Newton Funeral Home (AA) Orangeburg FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Riggs, H.H. Orangeburg Und 1898 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1898 
Thompson Funeral Home Orangeburg  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Thompson, Hugh D. Funeral 
Home Orangeburg FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Blumberg, W.D. 
Osborn (Charleston 
Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Mayfield, J.F. Pacolet F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Pacolet Manufacturing Co. Pacolet F & U 1920 Discount  Lyon 1920 




Pacolet Manufacturing Co. Pacolet F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Wood, D. Baxter Pacolet Und 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Gulledge, C.L. Pageland F & U 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Knight, G.R. Pageland Und 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Sutton & Watford Pageland  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Sutton-Watford Funeral 
Home Pageland  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Parks, W.R. & Son Parksville (Edgefield) F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Felder, B.H. 
Parler (Orangeburg 
Co.) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Curtis, G. Henry Paxville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Eadon-Wilson Co. Paxville F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Eargle, A.H. Peak Und 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Gray Mortuary Pelzer  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Welborn, W.L. Pelzer F & U 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
Welborn, W.L. Pelzer Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Welborn, W.L. Pelzer FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Welborn, Walter L. Pelzer F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Seawright, H.W. Pendleton F & U 1920 Exceedingly slow  Lyon 1920 
Sitton, H.P. Pendleton F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Clayton-Dillard Funeral 
Home Pickens FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Griffin, M.H. Pickens  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
McFall, Guy Pickens Und 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
McFall, Guy Pickens Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
McFall, W.T. Pickens F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Leverett Furniture Co. Piedmont F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
McKenzie, W.C. & Co. Piedmont F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Aycock, George J. Pinewood  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Miller & Co. 
Plum Branch 
(McCormick Co.) F & U 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Bundrick, A.W. Pomaria Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Setzler Co., The Pomaria F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Counts, E.A. Prosperity Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Counts, E.A. Prosperity  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Counts, Mrs. J.L. Prosperity F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Rickard, H.B. (AA) Prosperity  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Eberhardt, E.C. 
Reevesville 
(Dorchester Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Heaton, L.M. 
Reevesville 
(Dorchester Co.) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Gillis, B.C. & Co. Rembert F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Vinson Merchantile Co. Rembert F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Vinson Merchantile Co. Rembert F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hemmingway, W.C. & Co. Rhems F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Rhem, F. & Sons Rhems F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Drennan & Gill Richburg F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Drennen, J.B. & Co. Richburg F & U 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Ferguson, Paul S. Richburg F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Ferguson, R.H. Richburg F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Gladden, W.B. Richburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Barnes, P.W. Ridge Springs Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Barr, C.G. Ridge Springs F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Watson, John R. Ridge Springs F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Perry, C.E. Ridgeland F & U 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Perry, C.E. & Sons Ridgeland  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Pinckney, Joseph Ridgeland  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Porter, H.H. Ridgeland F & U 1898   Lyon 1898 
Porter, H.H. Ridgeland F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Ridgeland Funeral Home Ridgeland FD 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Ridgeland Funeral Home Ridgeland FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Ridgeland Funeral Home Ridgeland  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Wall, D.H. Ridgeland F & U 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Wray & Co. Ridgeway  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Bass Funeral Home Rock Hill  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Bass, J.E. & Sons Rock Hill Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Bass, J.E. & Sons Rock Hill FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Chisolm Funeral Home Rock Hill FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 




Hardin & McCrovey Rock Hill  1915  began business The Casket 1915 
Hinson, J.A. Jr. Rock Hill  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Keller, J.J. & Co. Rock Hill Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Keller, J.J. & Co. Rock Hill  1914  
sold business to 
McCormick of Columbia The Sunnyside 1914 
May, Charles S. Rock Hill F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Peoples Undertaking Co. 
(AA) Rock Hill Und 1938  Mrs. J.M. Robinson American Funeral Director 1938 
Reid, W.G. & Son Rock Hill F & U 1912 
Excellent to good 
credit  Dun 1912 
Reid, W.G. & Son Rock Hill F & U 1920 Satisfactory New in business Lyon 1920 
Reid, W.T. & Son Rock Hill F & U 1898 
Fair credit, slow 
pay  Lyon 1898 
Rock Hill Furniture Co. Rock Hill F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Wolfe, Todd & Morris Rock Hill  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Switzer, D.W. Wood Mfg. Co. Roebuck Coffins 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
Hemmingway, W.C. & Co. 
Rome (Williamsburg 
Co.) F & U 1920 Slow also Hemmingway Lyon 1920 
Dodd, Mrs. A.D. Round O  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Dodd, Mrs. A.D. 
Round O (Colleton 
Co.) F & U 1920 Discount  Lyon 1920 
Padgett, H.D. Jr. Ruffin (Colleton Co.) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Dicks, A.F. Salley F & U 1920 Discount  Lyon 1920 
Salley, H.H. Salley Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Butler Bush & Clary (AA) Saluda  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Ramey Funeral Home Saluda  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Ramey, Mrs. R.L. & Sons Saluda  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Ramey, R.L.   Saluda  1918    
Ramey, R.L. & Son Saluda Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Reid & Heller 
Sandy Springs 
(Anderson Co.) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Lee, D. Lamar Scranton F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Lee, Lamar D. Scranton  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Shipman, D.L. Sellers (Marion Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Abbott Furniture Co. Seneca F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Coleman & Sloan Seneca F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Knox, S.H. Seneca  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peek & Addison (AA) Seneca  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Wood, M.A. & Co. Seneca F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Wood, M.A. & Co. Seneca Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Wood, M.A. & Co. Seneca  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Caldwell, R.H.G. Sharon (York Co.) Coffins 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Pratt, S.B. Sharon (York Co.) Coffins 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Sims-King Funeral Home Sharon (York Co.) FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Brown, Raymond Sheldon  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jones, R.D. Simponville F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Berry, P.M. Smoaks F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Dickson & Prince Society Hill Und 1928   Dun 1928 
Dickson & Prince Society Hill Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Henstiss, James L. Society Hill F & U 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Sompayrac, A.M. Society Hill F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Abrams & Hayes (AA) Spartanburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Bobo Undertaking Co. Spartanburg Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Bobo, M.W. & Co. Spartanburg  1922  est. 1916 The Casket 1922 
Bobo, M.W. & Co. Spartanburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Bobo, M.W. & Co. Spartanburg  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Bomar, C.C. Spartanburg Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Callaham Funeral Home (AA) Spartanburg FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Floyd Undertaking Co. Spartanburg  1925   The Casket & Sunnyside 1925 
Floyd, J.F. & Co. Spartanburg F & U 1898 
Fair credit, slow 
pay also Union Lyon 1898 
Floyd, J.F. & Co. Spartanburg  1909   The Casket 1909 
Floyd, J.F. & Co. Spartanburg F & U 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Floyd, J.F. Mortuary Spartanburg FD 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Floyd, J.F. Mortuary Spartanburg FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Floyd, J.F. Mortuary Spartanburg  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Floyd, John F. Funeral Home Spartanburg  1927   The Casket & Sunnyside 1927 
Fowler & Robinson Spartanburg Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 




Hammond & Johnson Spartanburg  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Hodges, Frank Spartanburg  1918    
People's Undertaking Co. 
(AA) Spartanburg Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Rigby, J.C. Spartanburg coffins 1921  
began in 1902, went out 
of business The Sunnyside 1922 
Smith & Clements Mortuary Spartanburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Woods, Floyd (AA) Spartanburg  1931   Williams 2002 
Woodward, C.H. (AA) Spartanburg  1931   Williams 2002 
Woodward, J.W. (AA) Spartanburg  1916  began business Williams 2002 
Woodward, J.W. (AA) Spartanburg  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Minis, L.M. Springfield Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Bryant Funeral Home St. George  1950  J. Harris Bryant 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Christie-Staley Co. (AA) St. George  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jordan & Co. St. George  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Klauber, L.A. St. George F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Street, A.B. St. George Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Buyck Supply Co. St. Matthews F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Calhoun Undertaking Co. St. Matthews Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Colored Undertakers Union 
(AA) St. Matthews Und 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Colored Undertakers Union 
(AA) St. Matthews Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Geiger, R.B. & P.L. St. Matthews Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Gunyard, Solomon (AA) St. Matthews Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Jackson, Walter C. (AA) St. Matthews  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Paulling, J.M. St. Matthews Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Plowden Funeral Home St. Matthews FD 1938  L.M. Able American Funeral Director 1938 
Washington, M.O. (AA) St. Matthews  1931   Williams 2002 
Barry, James St. Stephen  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Read & Lipman St. Stephen  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hutchinson, Henry C. (AA) Summerton  1931   Williams 2002 
King, D.R. & Sons Funeral 
Home (AA) Summerton FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Sprott, C.N. Summerton  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Tindal, Mrs. E.A. Summerton F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Walker, T.I. Summerton Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Parks Funeral Home Summervile  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Aiken, A.A. (AA) Summerville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Sires, O.C. Summerville F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Sires, O.C. & Brothers Summerville F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Springs, Frank R. Summerville Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Summerville Furniture Co. Summerville F & U 1920 Discount  Lyon 1920 
Belitzer, Arthur Sumter F & U 1898 
Fair credit, slow 
pay  Lyon 1898 
Cherry Co., The Sumter F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Craig, J.D. Furniture Co. Sumter F & U 1898 
Fair credit, fair 
pay  Lyon 1898 
Craig, J.D. Furniture Co. Sumter F & U 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
Hurst, George H Sumter F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory New in business Lyon 1920 
Hurst, George H. & Sons Sumter Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Hurst, George H. & Sons Sumter FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hurst, George H. & Sons Sumter  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Jennings-Gainey Furniture 
Co. Sumter F & U 1920 Satisfactory New in business Lyon 1920 
Job's Funeral Home Sumter FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Lawson, C.A. (AA) Sumter  1931   Williams 2002 
Mutual Undertaking & 
Embalming Assoc. (AA) Sumter Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Mutual Undertaking & 
Embalming Assoc. (AA) Sumter Und 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Nelson & Lawson (AA) Sumter  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Nelson, W.A. (AA) Sumter  1931   Williams 2002 
Palmer, Edward P. Sumter  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Peterson& Sons Sumter F & U 1912   Dun 1912 
Robinson, G.W.   Sumter Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Shelly & Brunson Funeral 
Home Sumter  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Shelly-Brunson Sumter  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 




Sumter Casket Co. Sumter coffins 1941   Williams 2002 
Sumter Coffin & Casket Co. Sumter coffins 1913   The Casket 1913 
Sumter Undertaking Co. (AA) Sumter Und 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Williams, Miss Carrie E. Sumter  1931   Williams 2002 
Witherspoon Brothers & Co. Sumter F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Witherspoon Brothers & Co. Sumter Coffins 1912 
Excellent to good 
credit  Dun 1912 
Witherspoon Brothers & Co. Sumter Coffins 1913   The Casket 1913 
Witherspoon Brothers & Co. Sumter Coffins 1920 Discount 
aka Sumter Casket Mfg. 
Co. Lyon 1920 
Swansea Furniture Co. Swansea F & U 1920 Satisfactory Rast & Oliver Lyon 1920 
Swansea Furniture Co. Swansea F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Kervin, C.E. (AA) 
Syracuse (Darlington 
Co.) F & U 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Roe, J.H. & Sons Tigerville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Bacote Brothers (AA) Timmonsville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Bacote, F.D. Timmonsville  1931   Williams 2002 
Bacote, M.T., Jr. (AA) Timmonsville Und 1912 Limited credit  Dun 1912 
Bacote, M.T., Jr. (AA) Timmonsville Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Ham & Perry Timmonsville  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Ham & Player Timmonsville  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hancock & Baskins Timmonsville Und 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Harper, J.B. Timmonsville 
Coffins 
& U 1898 Undesirable  Lyon 1898 
Traxler, D.H. & Co. Timmonsville Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Mahaffey Pleas 
Townville (Anderson 
Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Mahaffey-Pleas 
Townville (Anderson 
Co.) F & U 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Myers, W.M. 
Townville (Anderson 
Co.) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Eidson, J.W. Trenton Und 1898   Lyon 1898 
Mathis, J.F. Jr. Trenton  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Moss, J.R. Trenton F & U 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Solomons, L.A. Troy (Abbeville Co.) Und 1898 Undesirable  Lyon 1898 
Tucapau Mills 
Tucapau 
(Spartanburg Co.) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Tucapau Mills 
Tucapau 
(Spartanburg Co.) F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Abrams & Moore (AA) Union  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Bailey Undertaking Co. Union Und 1912 
Fair to limited 
credit  Dun 1912 
Bailey Undertaking Co. Union  1914   The Sunnyside 1914 
Bailey Undertaking Co. Union Und 1920 
Not 
recommended  Lyon 1920 
Bailey Undertaking Co. Union Und 1938  F.M. Reeves American Funeral Director 1938 
Bobo Undertaking Co. Union Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Edgar Funeral Home Union FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Edgar Manufacturing Co. Union coffins 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Edgar Undertaking Co. Union  1925   The Casket & Sunnyside 1925 
Edgar-Brown-Bailey Funeral 
Home Union  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Jeter, A. (AA) Union  1931   Williams 2002 
Jetter, A. (AA) Union Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
McKissick, I.G. & Sons (AA) Union  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Murphy & Wallace Union F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Peoples Undertaking Co. Union  1915  
began business; H.W. 
Edgar, A.B. Branon, L.S. 
Townsend The Casket 1915 
Peoples Undertaking Co. 
(AA) Union Und 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Piedmont Undertaking Co. Union Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Robinson & Allen Union Und 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Union Buffalo Mills Store Union F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Union Furniture Co. Union coffins 1921  
began in 1901, went out 
of business The Sunnyside 1922 
Union Undertaking Co. Union  1915  
began business; W.G. 
Puckett, J.E. Kirby, J.E. 
Hughes, J.W. Gilbert The Casket 1915 
Avinger, D.J. Vance F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Wood Brothers Varnville F & U 1898   Lyon 1898 




Baughman Funeral Home Wagener  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Gunter, J.A. Wagener F & U 1898   Lyon 1898 
Lybrand, J.W. Wagener F & U 1920 Slow  Lyon 1920 
Redd Motor Co. Wagener  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Tyler Brothers Wagener  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Ward, J.Q. Wagner Und 1912   Dun 1912 
Ansel, J.A. Walhalla  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Ansel, J.J. Walhalla F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Ansel, J.J. Walhalla Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Ansel, J.J. Walhalla  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Ansel, J.J. (Est.) Walhalla F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Ansel, John A. Walhalla F & U 1912 Limited credit  Dun 1912 
Jaynes, C.G.  Walhalla  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Jaynes, C.G.` Walhalla F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Best, Angus (AA) Walterboro  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Colleton Funeral Home Walterboro  1950  
Leon E. Bearrow, J.S. 
Godley 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Holmes, J.H. (AA) Walterboro  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Padgett, W.H. & B.H. Walterboro F & U 1920   Lyon 1920 
Parker, Fred Funeral Home Walterboro  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Walterboro Funeral Home Walterboro FD 1938  D.F. Parker American Funeral Director 1938 
Walterboro Funeral Parlers Walterboro FD 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
White, Rev. J.W. (AA) Walterboro Und 1920   Lyon 1920 
Wichman, Albert Walterboro F & U 1898 High credit  Lyon 1898 
Wichman-Brown Co. Walterboro F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Satcher, James   Ward  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Watson, J.B. Ward F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Satcher, James A. Wards F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Ware Shoals Funeral Home Ware Shoals  1950   




Co.) F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Williams, T.C. Waycross  1931   Williams 2002 
Wedgefield Merchantile Co. Wedgefield F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Tucapau Mills Wellford F & U 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Hutchinson Brothers & Co. 
West Union (Oconee 
Co.) F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Carter, T.N. & Co. Westminster F & U 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Haley, J.O.B. & Co. Westminster F & U 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
McDougald-Hicks Funeral 
Home Westminster  1950  
successor to Sheldon & 
Miller 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Sheldon & Miller Westminster Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Sheldon & Miller Westminster  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Josselson, B. 
Whitehall (Colleton 
Co.) F & U 1920 Credit restricted  Lyon 1920 
Abrams, M.E. Whitmire  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Abrams, M.E. Whitmire  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Byrd, J.C. Whitmire  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Byrd, J.C. (AA) Whitmire  1931   Williams 2002 
Jenkins, J.C. (AA) Whitmire  1931   Williams 2002 
Miller Brothers Whitmire  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
O'Dell, P.B. Whitmire Und 1920 Fairly satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Keyserling, Mark 
Wilkins (Beaufort 
Co.)  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Savage & Sullivan Williamston F & U 1898 Fair credit Savage deceased Lyon 1898 
Covin, W.O. & Son 
Willington 
(McCormick Co.) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Folk Brothers Williston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Folk Brothers Williston  1950  J.C. & W.O. Folk 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Mathews, G.C. Williston F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Matthews, G.C. Williston  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Elliott, J.M. Winnsboro F & U 1898 Limited credit  Lyon 1898 
Harden, John M., Jr. Winnsboro F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
Harden, John M., Jr. Winnsboro Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Harden, John M., Jr. Winnsboro FD 1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Harden, John M., Jr. Winnsboro  1950   
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
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Lanford-Boyter Mortunary Woodruff  1950  est. 1910 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
Langford, R.G. & Co. Woodruff Und 1912 Fair credit  Dun 1912 
Langford-Boyter & Co. Woodruff Und 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
Woodruff Funeral Home Woodruff  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
Woodruff Funeral Home Woodruff  1950   




Co.) F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
Patrick, W.M. 
Woodwards 
(Fairfield Co.) F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Mixon & Boynton Yemassee F & U 1920 Satisfactory  Lyon 1920 
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Jeffreys, J.E. York F & U 1898 Fair credit  Lyon 1898 
Moore, W.B. & Co. York Und 1898 Good credit  Lyon 1898 
Wright, Fannie York Und 1920 COD  Lyon 1920 
Wright, Mrs. Fannie C. (AA) York  1938   American Funeral Director 1938 
York Funeral Home York  1950  est. 1881 
Funeral Directors & Embalmers 
Guide 1950 
York Furniture & Hardware 
Co. York F & U 1920 Prompt  Lyon 1920 
York Furniture Co. York F & U 1932   Selected Directories 1932 
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